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4 
CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Good morning. My name is 

ipresentative Dan Clark. And I am the Chairman of the 

idiciary Committee, Subcommittee on Courts. And this is 

te place, date and time advertised to have a public 

taring on House Bill 2043 introduced by Representative Ed 

ebs and also Senate Bill 630 which was introduced by 

snator Brightbill. 

Senator Brightbill's bill has negotiated its 

Ly through the Senate and was referred to the House 

idiciary Committee this past November. And 2043 

ttroduced by Representative Krebs was referred to the 

idiciary Committee on November the 8th. 

So I believe we'll get the Subcommittee 

saring started. But there are two other members of the 

idiciary Committee that I'd like for them to introduce 

lemselves, and now we have a third. Do you want to 

ltroduce yourself to the — to the members in the audience 

ifore you're seated. 

REPRESENTATIVE DERMODY: Good morning. I'm 

rank Dermody from Allegheny County. 

REPRESENTATIVE FEESE: Brett Feese from 

rooming County. 

REPRESENTATIVE MAITLAND: Steve Maitland from 

lams County. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And Representative Dermody 
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5 
i the Democrat Chairman of this Committee. He failed to 

ite that in his introduction. We want to make that of 

icord. With that, why, we'd call on Representative Krebs. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Good morning, Mr. 

tairman and other distinguished members of the Committee. 

r name is Ed Krebs, and I served as Majority Chairman of 

te House Select Committee on Eminent Domain during the 

sgislative session of 1997/1998. 

The recommendations of the Select Committee 

sd to the introduction of House Bill 2043 in the current 

sgislative session. In addition to myself, the House 

sleet Committee on Eminent Domain was comprised of 

spublican House members Ron Marsico, Steve Nickol, Brett 

sese and Jane Orie and Democratic House members Ivan 

:kin, who served as a Minority Chair, Bill Lloyd, Kathy 

inderino and Dave Levdansky. 

Under House Resolution 180 of 1997, the House 

sleet Committee on Eminent Domain was granted the 

ithority to examine and assess the adequacy of the Eminent 

>main Code to properly balance the interests of property 

mers (condemnees) and the entities which exercise eminent 

>main power when procuring land for public use 

:ondemnors). 

From 1997 — from November 1997 through June 

: 1998, the Select Committee members held eight public 
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6 
tarings and heard extensive testimony from condemnees and 

leir legal representatives, real estate appraisers, and 

ie following condemnors: 

We heard from PennDOT, DEP, the Game 

immission, Fish and Boat Commission, Public Utility 

munission, Turnpike Commission and local government 

itities representing school boards, cities, boroughs, 

>wnships and municipal authorities. 

Subsequent to the hearings, a series of 

setings were held over a 3-month period during which key 

:aff members reviewed the current law, the hearing 

ranscripts, the 1985 proposal drafted by the Joint State 

>vernment Committee, Select Committee member comments, and 

Iditional information submitted by condemnors and 

mdemnees. As a result of the examination of all the 

railable data, a number of recommendations were put forth 

>r the review, comment and approval of Select Committee 

jmbers. 

In crafting the recommendations which 

Ltimately became current House Bill 2043, the goal was to 

lentify the key issues which arose during the hearings and 

3 suggest changes which would rectify perceived inequities 

i the eminent domain process without drastically altering 

lose procedures which appear to function successfully. 

For this reason, the recommendations were 
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7 
shioned by changing current law and the provisions of the 

85 Joint State Government Commission proposal and adding 

langes suggested by testimony and Select Committee 

•mmentary. In doing so, our intention was to enhance, 

•date and demystify the Eminent Domain Code without 

irforming a systematic and possibly unwarranted overhaul. 

The key issues that we were dealing with arose 

tring the hearings and are addressed by House Bill 2043: 

tndemnee confusion regarding eminent domain terminology 

id the institution and progression of the eminent domain 

rocess including, but not limited to, possession of 

roperty, preliminary objections, discovery limitations and 

mdemnor appraisal procedures; also the insufficiency of 

>nies available to condemnees for appraisal and attorney 

ses; and then the process of delay compensation; also 

isiness dislocation and interruption, the Assembled 

:onomic Unit Doctrine, and the loss of rental income; and 

le board of reviews. 

There's a whole list of things that we do, 

jcommended changes that we have — have in this bill. And 

m not going to go through all of them. But I think I'm 

>ing to do what the Chairman directed as to what brought 

lis proposed bill in the Committee into existence. 

And basically, I think the last thing that 

:ought it into existence was the controversy over — over 
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8 
ie Dauphin Narrows project and the eminent domain 

rocedures that we — that we were dealing with. And if I 

m summarize, what I think we found out in our testimony 

LS that the eminent domain procedure works pretty well for 

>meowners because homeowners normally come out at least as 

[ual as they were beforehand because they have to get an 

[ual dwelling if they lose their — lose their house 

iring eminent domain procedures. 

I think what happened in Dauphin Narrows and a 

>t of business places, we do not do a good job of the 

riginal appraisal of business properties. And therefore, 

i end up with people having to hire lawyers and contest 

ie eminent domain procedure in order to get — to get a 

lir value for the property. 

And we had testimony from some of the people 

lat had their property taken and some of the lawyers that 

sre involved in those eminent domain procedures in the 

luphin Narrows situation. And what we have is that I 

link it was a general feeling that maybe initially the 

jnnDOT appraisers on business properties give a lowball 

>praisal for whatever reason. 

And therefore, the lawyers get involved; and 

ie legal fees being that the lawyers get a third of the 

lcrease in value that they're able to obtain for the 

>meowner. And I think our most bizarre — bizarre piece 
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9 
: testimony that we had was in the Dauphin Narrows. All 

: those that aren't familiar with that, there was a 

mkyard along there as you got closer to Clark's Ferry. 

And that person ran a business. And I think 

.s business was that he took three or four wrecked VWs 

id made them into one whole VW. And it's my 

iderstanding — and I'm remembering back two years — is 

lat the original — he did not own the land. 

His business just occupied a lot of acreage 

.ong the river. And FennDOT made no offer to him because 

i didn't own the land. And after he obtained counsel and 

mt to court, I believe he got 1.4 — somewhere around 

L.4 million for his business. 

And in that instance, given that the fact is 

lat PennDOT offered him nothing, that meant that the 

iwyer, I think, gets about a third, a third of the value 

: that settlement so the lawyer — you know, from my 

jrspective as a layman in this process. 

And we had similar testimony from, say, a 

irage owner in the Borough of Dauphin who was given a low 

Ld. And then you go to court, and he raised his bid 

ibstantially. And again, are those owners getting the 

:ue value of their — of their property? Because that 1.4 

Lllion, for example, that owner, he got less than a 

Lllion of that. 
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10 
And the same thing would be a garage owner who 

iy have gotten his property raised, say, $50,000; but the 

Lwyer got a third of that. So that's a question of — of 

stting an initial appraisal correct. And also, the other 

ting that people don't understand in eminent domain is 

lat when there's a declaration of taking, they — the 

.tie of the property transfers at that point. 

They're no longer fighting over whether 

ley"re going to take their property or not. They're 

.gbting over how much they're going to get for their 

roperty. And we had — I'm just going through some of the 

.zarre things that we saw, is that the courts had 

itermined that — the original law says 6 percent if it's 

slay compensation. 

Your property is taken. You're fighting 

rer what you're going to get, delay compensation, 

iterest. How much — you've lost your property. How much 

lould you be paid on that money that you haven't received 

lile you're fighting for it? The law said 6 percent. The 

mrts had determined that they could not set a specific 

ite. 

And again, we had heard testimony. And the 

mrts had said I think it's — we're going by what the 

mrts said. It's like, I think, prime plus one would be 

le rate that we're proposing in here. But we have some 
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.tuations where some of the lawyers — since — that was 

>t written in the legislation. 

But the law said 6 percent, and the courts 

Lid that you couldn't use a fixed rate. But some of the 

iwyers that have dealt in eminent domain cases, PennDOT 

id settled with some people. And they had agreed to the 6 

srcent that was in the legislation but not what the courts 

id agreed to. 

And PennDOT had agreed to pay the 6 percent 

ren though PennDOT knew that they were supposed to pay a 

Lgher rate. So we're — what we're trying to do is 

smystify this and so that the owner, when they're involved 

l eminent domain, they are given a detailed outline of 

lat the procedure is beforehand of where they stand in the 

rocess. 

The other thing, since this bill has 

)t — the Eminent Domain Code has not been updated since 

)62 or '63, the amount that a homeowner gets for hiring a 

iwyer and also to hire an appraiser is only $500. And in 

lr proposed bill, we think we need to update that to the 

)st levels of 2,000. 

And we are proposing to increase that 

lbstantially so that they can go out there and get their 

m appraisal if they feel that the appraisal that comes 

com — from the entity that is — is condemning their 
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12 
roperty is too low. 

So those are basically the reasoning behind 

lis bill. And just as an aside is that all of the members 

tat are — that are in the General Assembly that were on 

lis Committee are — are a cosponsor of this bill. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Thank you very much, 

spresentative Krebs. It sounds like PennDOT's in cahoots 

.th trial lawyers. 

REPRESENTATIVE DERMODY: I don't think so. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Oh. Now, what — what 

>uld be — all right. How would you cure that? I think 

tat you're indicating is that PennDOT is less than up 

:ont with a lot of these homeowners and businesses, et 

itera. And how do you cure that through the legislation? 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Well, part of ~ 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Do they have a negotiator 

lat goes out and tries to trick someone into taking 6 

jrcent when PennDOT knows that it should be, you know, 

:ime plus one or something like that, you know? How, you 

low, how do we cure that? 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Well, first of all, I 

link that there had been some separate pieces of 

sgislation in the last session to ask for better training 

>r the PennDOT appraisers in that and different 

srtifications. And I believe we — we deal with that in 
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13 
ere, that the PennDOT appraisers have to be better 

ained so that, you know, that we hopefully get to a 

earer fair value. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: I thought they put that 

it on bid for appraisers? 

MS. ALWINE: There's a couple levels. PennDOT 

LS in-house appraisers, and they also use independent fee 

•praisers. We are requiring that the in-house appraisers 

.1 be certified. Some of them were more or less going to 

! grandfathered in, and we'd like them all to be 

srtified. 

At another level, you talk about how in the 

(ginning of the process we're going to be able to have 

>re fairness. At the outset of the process, we, under 

spresentative Krebs' legislation, will require a little 

>re information given to the condemnees, the people who 

:e about to have their land taken. 

And one would be information on the appraisals 

lat were done of their properties up front when they get 

leir notice of condemnation so that they can work from 

Lat level on. If it appeared fair to them, it might even 

sip truncate the process right there because, 

[fortunately, the time spans that were testified to were 

ist so lengthy and so debilitating to the homeowners that 

i wanted to try to give them more information up front. 
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14 
We're also requiring that now, as never 

ifore, that they be issued information about the 

•ndemnation procedure from start to finish when, again, 

ten they get their notice of condemnation. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And that's issued from 

snnDOT? 

MS. ALWINE: Well, we don't exactly know who's 

ting to formulate that. I would assume it would be 

dchever agency is the condemnor. FennDOT, of course, is 

le most famous condemnor in the state and the most 

requent. But in the course of our eight hearings over, I 

dieve, a 10-month period, we spoke to virtually every 

ganization in the state that — that either has the power 

: condemnation or that uses it with any frequency at all. 

And that would apply to everyone. They would 

Lve to get that information out to the condemnees. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And is it — currently, 

>u can't — a person whose property is taken can't get 

tat in-house appraisal from PennDOT? 

MS. ALWINE: That's not part of the 

irrent — current procedure as far as when they get their 

>tice of condemnation. They're not given that information 

> front. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And then one of the things 

mid be, number one, to get those appraisals more accurate 
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15 
id release those to people whose property has been taken 

> that they can look over and see how PennDOT arrived at 

leir figure. 

MS. ALWINE: Right, right. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Does condemnation, does 

lat apply to ground that's actually taken? Or does it 

.so — as I go through the Dauphin Narrows, you know, I 

>ok at those gas stations that were not physically taken 

it are certainly worth less because now they don't have a 

ijor highway in front of them. Is that part of the 

>mpensation? 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: That is not part of the 

>mpensation at this point if their property isn't directly 

ifected. I believe this only applies to the land that is 

Lrectly affected. Even though I agree with you that some 

: those properties lose value if, you know — but that's 

ist the luck of the — the luck of the draw. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Okay. Can you give me 

)me examples where Game Commission, Fish and Boat, do they 

jndemn land, and for what purposes? 

MS. ALWINE: We had them in our hearings. 

ley told us that luckily for them, almost all of their 

sndemnations are agreed upon. They make an offer, and 

:'s accepted. They are not as frequent users as PennDOT. 

id they consider themselves lucky not to have to involve 
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16 
emselves in the process as often. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: And if I can go, like, 

» the Game Commission, in my — in my county, we have 

.ddle Creek Wildlife Refuge. And that — the Game 

immission condemned farmland in the '60s, and there was 

>me controversy. So it has generally been used when they 

tve large projects and, say, they — they try to get 

[reement and they may have — they may be dealing with 25 

roperty owners, and they get agreement with 24, you know. 

And so they — but then the 25th one is a hard 

sad. And so then they may have to — then this would 

sally — procedure would be used, you know, because the 

>re that you get agreement with, the other guy says, Well, 

have them now. And so he might bargain for more value. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And I guess my last 

lestion — and that's not directly related to this bill. 

: it may be — is, you know, I had talked to 

jpresentative Krebs about whether, you know, state land 

is subject to the same laws of Pennsylvania as privately 

med land. 

You know, I had a situation where a fellow was 

indlocked, wanted to go across state game lands, fish and 

?at lands. And they made it virtually impossible for him 

> do that aside from going to court and forcing them. And 

don't even know if he would have been successful there. 
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17 
MS. ALWINE: In other words, he wanted an 

sement across the land and they were — 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Yeah. And they wouldn't 

ve it to him. Or they put up so many obstacles that it 

isn't practical. And I don't think the guy can legally 

st to his ground now today. But, you know, he doesn't 

ive the resources to take on the Commonwealth. 

MS. ALWINE: Maybe I can work on that with you 

Iter we're done here. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Representative Browne, 

>uld you like to introduce yourself? 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Representative Browne, 

list District, Lehigh County. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And also, Brian, if you'd 

.ke to introduce yourself. 

MR. PRESKI: Brian Preski, Chief Counsel to 

le Committee. 

MS. MENDLOW: Jane Mendlow, staff for 

idiciary Committee for Representative Kevin Blaum. 

MS. KUHR: Beryl Kuhr, counsel to 

jpresentative Blaum, Minority Chair on the Committee. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: And I was derelict 

Lso, Mr. Chairman. I want to introduce Dana Alwine, 

spublican Counsel to the Select Committee on Eminent 

>main. 
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18 
CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Thank you very much. 

spresentative Maitland. 

REPRESENTATIVE MAITLAND: Representative 

•ebs, in your Subcommittee or in formulating this bill, 

.d you run across any instances where land has been 

>ndemned and then never used for the purpose that it was 

mdemned for because I seem to recall hearing about some 

Lses where people would like their land back if the 

raononwealth or whatever condemnor takes their land and 

>esn't use it within a reasonable period of time? 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Yes, we have — we did 

sar testimony. But the current law or the Legislature, we 

> not really — 

MS. ALWINE: We do address that. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: We do address that. 

MS. ALWINE: Yeah, we emphasize that the 

„ght to re-buy has to be there for the homeowner. And I 

slieve we require that no matter how many years have 

issed, that the price be no more than the acquisition 

rice, I believe. I can show you that section. 

REPRESENTATIVE MAITLAND: Thank you. That's 

REPRESENTATIVE DERMODY: Just a quick 

lestion. You talked about PennDOT require — should have 

lformed people that they receive 6 percent plus or there's 
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19 
t additional interest rate that they should have received 

id they didn't and they had appraisers or PennDOT did not 

iform them of — 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: That was for deferred 

anpensation. That was for deferred compensation. PennDOT 

freed to the 6 percent. And really, I guess the blame 

mid be there on the lawyer for the condemnee who did not 

low that there had been court rulings that said the 6 

jrcent was not a valid — 

REPRESENTATIVE DERMODY: PennDOT knew that, 

lough? 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: PennDOT knew that, yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE DERMODY: Was it ignorance on 

leir part if they weren't — they should have been 

>le to — if the people didn't know, they should have 

iformed them, correct? Did your hearings confirm that? 

id did PennDOT do that intentionally, I guess I'm getting 

:, or they just — 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: I don't think we got 

— we didn't get a clear reading on that from PennDOT as 

3 what their motivation was. You know, it's just 

Lke — I was giving — my impression is I didn't — you 

low, and I talked to a number of people in PennDOT. 

You know, in the end, why would we 

Efer — viewing that I'm part of government also — why 
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>uld we offer the homeowner less than he's going to get 

ice he goes through the process? 

REPRESENTATIVE DERMODY: He goes through the 

tole process? 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE DERMODY: That's what I'm 

>ndering, too. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: You know, I'm wondering 

scause we have costs because we have to have the legal 

:aff, PennDOT has to have the legal staff or whatever and 

> and fight — fight this in court. So in the end, we end 

> benefiting the lawyers. 

REPRESENTATIVE DERMODY: Nothing wrong with 

lat. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Both government lawyers 

id nongovernment. And I understand I'm talking to — not 

.1 — a few lawyers. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: We certainly want to thank 

>u, Representative Krebs, for your testimony. And you 

sel free to join us up here at the table along with your 

mnsel. The next individual scheduled to testify before 

le Committee is Michael M. Ryan, and he is the Deputy 

scretary of Highway Administration. 

And with him is William Cressler, Assistant 

lief Counsel, Real Property Division. And Paul Gnazzo, I 
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ilieve, is also — Paul is going to sit in the back. 

sputy Secretary. 

MR. RYAN: Good morning. Thank you 

spresentative Clark, members of the House Judiciary 

immittee. We thank you for the opportunity to provide 

lis testimony on behalf of the Department of 

ansportation. We understand that you are interested in 

ie Department's opinion on two bills now before the 

onmittee, Senate Bill 630 and House Bill 2043. 

In addition, you've introduced Bill Cressler 

t Assistant Chief Counsel. I do want to describe some of 

.s functions with the Department. He advises the 

Ltter — the Department in the right-of-way acquisition 

ttter and also supervises attorneys that are involved in 

.tigation. 

So he comes very well-qualified in terms of 

>me of his experiences; although, I'm not going to go 

lere. I am not an attorney. I'm an engineer with the 

apartment of Transportation. I would like to preface my 

smarks by noting that the Department has a large 

Lght-of-way acquisition program. 

It processes over 1,000 claims per year. Most 

: those are small. Some of them are large. The 

apartment has an extensive system established for handling 

lese claims based in large part on federal requirements 
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lat must be followed to obtain federal funds as well as on 

ie existing Eminent Domain Code and court interpretations 

: the law. 

Smaller condemnors, both on the state and 

>cal levels of government, do not have similar systems in 

.ace, nor do they have the financial resources of the 

apartment of Transportation. These smaller public 

Ltities may well have problems with some of the changes to 

ie Eminent Domain Code being proposed that are not a 

roblem for the Department. And I'm referring to municipal 

>vernments and public sewer authorities and folks of that 

iture. 

The Department endorses Senate Bill 630 as 

ritten. It updates the procedures and increases certain 

mefits to condemnees under the Eminent Domain Code and 

^presents, we believe, a fair mechanism to balance the 

mipeting interests of public entities and private property 

raers in the important area of condemnations for the 

sneral welfare of the Commonwealth. 

Senate Bill 630 incorporates all of the 

rocedural changes recommended by the Joint State 

wernment Commission in its 1985 report on eminent domain 

id all but a few of the proposals for additional 

jmpensation. Indeed, some of the compensation increases 

i Senate Bill 630 are greater than those recommended by 
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le Commission. 

The Task Force and Advisory Committee on 

linent Domain Law that made the recommendations endorsed 

r the Commission consisted of numerous senators and 

spresentatives as well as attorneys for both condemnees 

id condemnors that are well-versed in eminent domain law. 

They had a series of meetings over a period of 

sars to determine what provisions of the Eminent Domain 

>de needed addressed. The recommendations included 

>mments by explaining why the specific amendments were 

sing suggested. This was a comprehensive review by 

tperts in the field performed just after the massive 

lount of condemnations for the interstate highway system 

1 the late 1960's and 1970's. 

It addressed all the procedural issues 

scessary to protect the public and private interests 

lvolved. In addition to those included as recommended by 

le Joint State Government Commission, Senate Bill 630 

lcludes appropriate increases in certain damage provisions 

>t included in the Joint State Government Commission 

sport. 

For example, the limited reimbursement of 

:penses payable to all condemnees for appraisal, attorney, 

id engineering fees is increased from $500 to $2,500. 

images payable to farms and businesses that are required 
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» move due to a condemnation is increased from a $20,000 

iximum to a $50,000 maximum. 

Moreover, the payment is changed from being 

iyable in lieu of moving and other expenses to in addition 

> those expenses. And compensation for delay in the 

Lyment is increased from a 6 percent rate to prime rate 

.us one point. These increases in payment are consistent 

.th complaints recently made about the Eminent Domain Code 

id appropriately restore some imbalances recognized in 

tese areas. 

In short, Senate Bill 630 properly updates the 

rocedures of the 1964 Eminent Domain Code as reflected in 

le well-reasoned and documented Joint State Government 

>mmission's 1985 report and increases certain benefits to 

;sist all condemnees in assessing the impact of a 

>ndemnation and to specifically reduce the adverse impacts 

: condemnation on business properties. 

It retains an appropriate and fair balance 

stween the government's need to proceed with public 

nprovements in an effective manner and the rights of 

rivate property owners to just compensation and due 

:ocess of law as reflected in the well-grounded 1964 

ninent Domain Code as amended and the Joint State 

wernment Commission's report of 1985. 

House Bill 2043 is good legislation updating 
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e Eminent Domain Code to the extent that it contains all 

e procedural changes recommended by the Joint State 

vernment Commission in its 1985 report and includes 

rtain increased benefits demonstrated as appropriate due 

> the passage of time since the last major amendments to 

e code in 1971. 

However, the bill goes too far by unfairly and 

mecessarily placing the public fisc at risk and 

tablishing procedures that would allow condemnees and 

ieir attorneys to reap improper windfalls. House Bill 

143 includes numerous provisions that will expand the 

dlity of condemnees to file preliminary objections to 

[kings and thereby impede public improvements. 

For example, it adds challenges to the amount 

: just compensation offered by a condemnor as a 

srmissible preliminary objection to a declaration of 

iking. This is a major procedural change that could be 

ied by condemnees to improperly delay public projects. 

It also adds a requirement that service of a 

iclaration of taking be made on the same day as filing. 

w, although this appears to be a way to speed up the 

mdemnation process, it actually has the opposite effect 

r providing a reason to challenge a taking if proper 

srvice is not made in the short period of time mandated. 

House Bill 2043 also includes numerous 
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ovisions that will increase the financial burden on all 

ndemnors, both large and small. For example, damages 

uld be allowed for temporary construction impacts when 

rt of a property is taken. 

The payment for personal property that is not 

ved for one reason or another would be at the greater of 

e cost to move or its in-place value. Evidence of market 

lue would be allowed on speculative methods of valuation 

t traditionally allowed in condemnation cases. 

And the Assembled Economic Unit Doctrine would 

i made applicable at the election of the condemnee. This 

iuld require public entities to buy personal property that 

ey do not need for their own use at the option of the 

mdemnee even where the condemnee can move and continue 

s business. 

House Bill 2043 also proposes changes to areas 

iere there is no apparent need and imposes unreasonable 

iguirements on condemnors without any corresponding 

squirements on the condemnees. For example, the bill 

squires that condemnors produce all appraisals upon which 

. made its offer of just compensation at the time of 

.ling the declaration of taking. 

This is unduly burdensome on condemnors, and 

iere is no requirement that the condemnees share their 

•praisals with the condemnors. Under current law, damages 
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e not even an appropriate issue at the taking stage of a 

mdemnation. Damages are generally dealt with in the 

icond part of a condemnation, the board of viewers 

taring. At that point, the Rules of Civil Procedure on 

.scovery cover the production of expert reports by both 

Lrties to the case. The bill also increases the number of 

.ewers from three to five for no apparent reason. 

In short, the Department opposes many of the 

ovisions in House Bill 2043 because they improperly upset 

le balance between the public and private interests 

ivolved to the unfair benefit and advantage of condemnees 

id their counsel. Senate Bill 630, we believe, provides 

le appropriate balance between the competing interests. 

In conclusion, I would like to commend both 

tpresentative Krebs and Senator Brightbill for all their 

Lrd work in this very complex issue. And I would like to 

tank you again for inviting the Department to present its 

>sition on these two bills. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: We thank you for your 

jstimony. One — I guess two of the points of this 

jgislation is, number one, to be fair; and number two, to 

>eed up the process. And I understand that you're not an 

:torney, but the Rules of Civil Procedure on discovery can 

ike years. 

And I think one of the purposes of this 
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gislation is to get everything on the table, you know, 

ow what you — show your cards, let the person look at 

em, let him take it to an attorney that might review it 

>r three or four hours and say, Hey, we'll check out the 

praisal. But, you know, this is probably in line with 

at you're going to get. 

And then you cut down on attorneys' fees. You 

it just compensation, and you get it quickly. So, you 

LOW, by — if you continue to make the argument that, Gee, 

iu know, this stuff is all discoverable anyway, you know, 

iu have pretty well killed the process. 

And if you need to go through discovery, 

,500 for attorneys' fees are going to go much higher. 

lat was, you know — 

MR. RYAN: Do you want us to respond to that 

;atement? 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: You certainly may. You 

srtainly may. 

MR. CRESSLER: Our experience has been that in 

>ts of cases, producing the appraisal and more information 

>r people actually ends up confusing the situation and 

reating collateral issues sometimes that, you know, would 

>t otherwise be created. 

The other thing is that what the code is 

roviding is you provide a copy of the appraisal at the 
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.me of condemnation. That's very deeply into the process. 

ice you get the condemnation, the offer has been made, 

tere's been several negotiation contacts. 

And, you know, the — presumably, the 

>ndemnee has already gotten their own appraisal at that 

.me. And the biggest unfairness of the bill as proposed 

! the condemnor must produce their appraisal, but there's 

> corresponding duty on behalf of the condemnee to 

roduce — to share their appraisal with the condemnor. 

MR. RYAN: And our point of view is that if 

:'s important to share the appraisal, we'd like both sides 

) trade appraisals. Okay. We don't feel that it's right 

>r us to keep ours back at the exclusion of the property 

mer. But at the same time, we want the property owners 

) be able to produce their own appraisals, keeping in mind 

lat appraisals are not an exact science. 

I mean, they're based on professionals doing 

leir job; and they come to different conclusions. 

MR. CRESSLER: Currently, at the time of 

>ndemnation, there's two parts to a condemnation 

roceeding: The right to take and then compensation. The 

ly the Eminent Domain Code is structured now in '64 and 

>w it's worked pretty well since then is that the 

sclaration of taking stage is only about the right to 

ike. 
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And then the board of viewers is where 

»u — you get into the, you know, the monetary part of it. 

id that's where the rules of discovery would — that they 

iply equally to both sides at that point. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And my concern is that 

tmeone receives the declaration of taking. They go into a 

iwyer's office. The lawyer says, Okay. You lost your 

operty. And he says, Well, will I be compensated for it? 

til, yeah, in about two years. 

MR. CRESSLER: That's not true. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Okay. But that's the 

ipression through the process. And then the attorney 

Lvises that person, Well, you'll have to go have your 

roperty appraised because you're going to get into a 

sgotiation. I'm saying if that is done up front, the guy 

in come in your office, says. My property is being taken. 

le Department of Transportation wants — or is going to 

.ve me $32,000. 

And hey, you know, is there a line that I can 

.gn so that they can have their property and I can get a 

teck, rather than the game that goes on with appraisers 

id who has what and what's hidden where and how do we get 

lat information, et cetera? 

MR. CRESSLER: And that is how the 

sgotiations are. There is supposed to be information 
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.sclosed during the negotiations with the property owners. 

>w, they're told right up front that they're entitled 

> — now it's $500; but the Department certainly endorses 

icreasing it to $2,500 so that they can go out and be 

tunseled, you know, if that's the direction that they 

isire during the negotiations. 

MR. RYAN: So they could get an appraisal up 

:ont. 

MR. CRESSLER: That's the way it works 

srfectly is if they — when the offer is made, that's the 

.me they go out and are counseled, not when you're deeper 

ito the process and they have a condemnation document. I 

san, the reason for the limited reimbursement is so that 

t the negotiation stage, way before we get to 

mdemnation, they're, you know, if they feel the need, 

ley can be counseled or use the money to hire an appraiser 

> ensure that, you know, the Department isn't way off on 

leir figure. 

Now, once the condemnation is filed, then soon 

iter that, the — in Department procedures — now, the 

nailer condemnors are different. Sometimes they go to 

mdemnation without appraisals because they just have a 

Lfferent system than what PennDOT has. 

With PennDOT then, as soon as the preliminary 

>jection period would expire on the taking, then, you 
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IOW, the amount that the Department has determined to be 

ie offer is offered to the people. And they receive that 

»ney up front with their right within five years to file 

>r more compensation. 

So they — they get the Department's offer up 

ont. They don't have to wait for that. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: All right. So 

eliminarily, when you have your right-of-way design 

impleted, you identify the property owners; and you send 

tern a letter that PennDOT's going to need their property. 

id in that letter, you say we are offering you X number of 

>llars based on our in-house appraisal? 

MR. CRESSLER: Or I mean, lots of times on the 

.gger properties, we — an independent fee appraisal is 

>tained right up front. It's not always in-house. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: But you tell them about 

lat? 

MR. CRESSLER: Yes. We tell them the amount. 

id there's a small description of how — a little bit, not 

lot, but a little bit about how it's arrived at. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And then if somebody says, 

se, how did you come at $32,000, can I see your appraisal, 

>u probably won't give that to them? 

MR. CRESSLER: That is up to the negotiator, 

it the general policy is not to. 
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CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Representative Feese. 

REPRESENTATIVE FEESE: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. I'm still a little confused on the issue of 

oviding the appraisals. The testimony was that it would 

! unduly burdensome. I don't understand how it would be 

irdensome to photocopy appraisals. 

MR. CRESSLER: Well, I believe the -- it's 

irdensome in the sense that it burdens the negotiations 

id it — 

REPRESENTATIVE FEESE: So that's the real 

(sue, isn't it, that if we have three appraisals, we're 

>ing to lowball it and we don't want to provide the higher 

ipraisals? 

MR. CRESSLER: That's not it at all. I mean, 

tere's no lowballing that goes on. 

REPRESENTATIVE FEESE: Then if there's no 

>wballing and you're highballing, why not give them the 

>wer ones because won't that help your negotiations? 

.ght? 

MR. CRESSLER: The -- I think the — 

REPRESENTATIVE FEESE: If you have three 

>praisals and you're not lowballing, give them the highest 

le. And you're — 

MR. CRESSLER: You ~ 

REPRESENTATIVE FEESE: Excuse me. You're 
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sing your offer on the highest one. Give them the lower 

ies, too. Won't that help your negotiations? 

MR. CRESSLER: Typically, there's — I mean, 

der the federal procedures, there's one preapproved 

lount. Now, on most properties, there's one appraisal at 

ds — at this stage. On the larger properties, there's 

ro appraisals obtained. 

Now, sometimes both of those appraisals are 

•proved because, you know, after going through a review 

ocess, it's agreed that they use the correct procedures. 

i some cases, one will be disapproved because it was, you 

IOW, just done incorrectly in PennDOT's, you know, the 

.ew appraisers' opinions. And the amount that's offered 

.11 be based on just one of the two appraisals. 

This legislation, as I understand it, would 

squire disclosure of the appraisals that are used to 

stermine the preapproved amount that's offered. Sometimes 

lenever you get into litigation, then you get into more 

iltiple appraisals like you're talking about. 

REPRESENTATIVE FEESE: Just by way of 

ickground, I've been on both sides of these issues in 

)urt, both condemnor and condemnee. And I know what I did 

s a condemnor. But anyway, go ahead. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Would you like to testify? 

MR. CRESSLER: It wasn't for PennDOT, I 
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;sume. 

REPRESENTATIVE FEESE: It was not for PennDOT. 

MR. CRESSLER: Yeah, right. So I think the 

.ggest thing, though, is it gives an unfair advantage to 

te condemnee. I understand what you're saying. And the 

spartment is working on a policy to be more forthright in 

le disclosure of the appraisals where it's appropriate. 

And, you know, to have it across the board, 

tough, what's going to happen is you're going to 

ive — later on in litigation, you're going to have 

.tuations where the condemnee is going to have, you know, 

>mpletely what the condemnor's case is. 

And then you're going to have the — in order 

>r the condemnor to get the condemnee's case to know where 

iey're coining from, you're going to have the three years 

: discovery and all the tricks that can be done in 

Lscovery to prevent disclosures. 

MR. RYAN: So if you're looking at trying to 

>eed up the process, that doesn't necessarily accomplish 

:. I think it just lends an opportunity for the 

mdemnees to be able to drag the process out. 

REPRESENTATIVE FEESE: And just a comment and 

m done, Mr. Chairman. I'm not so sure that — well, your 

jstimony was, Mr. Ryan, that it would improperly upset the 

ilance between the public and private interests; that is, 
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•use Bill 2043. And I'm not so sure that the interests 

e balanced now. 

And if in fact they are balanced, my personal 

linion, it should be weighted more to the condemnee 

scause I don't know of anything more serious, except 

iking somebody's life or taking someone's freedom, that 

ie government can do than take their property. 

So, you know, my feeling is if we have to 

tight it, I'd rather weight it in favor of the private 

.tizen. That's all. 

MR. CRESSLER: If I could respond to that. I 

san, we — I think the Department agrees. And that's 

iat, you know — the 1985 report from the Joint State 

ivernment Commission was an attempt at that time to 

Llance it. And both bills incorporate most of the 

rovisions from there, most of which are procedural, some 

: which are monetary. 

In addition, the Department is agreeing to the 

lcreased, you know, fees and appraisal cost and also a 

sry big increase for businesses from — right now, there 

i a — the maximum is $20,000 for this business 

.slocation damage in lieu of moving costs and other 

tings. 

The proposal would be to make that 50,000 and 

i addition to all their out-of-pocket moving expenses. 
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that, I mean, that is a very big increase that's in both 

lis for businesses. And there was, you know, there was 

me disparity there. And we believe that it's 

en — it's addressed in 630. 

There were some imbalances, but they're 

[dressed in 630. 2043 goes a little too far in our 

dnion. 

REPRESENTATIVE FEESE: And I'm not picking on 

iu guys. You just happen to be the condemnors at the 

ble right now. 

MR. RYAN: Sure. We understand. 

REPRESENTATIVE FEESE: But thank you. Thank 

»u very much. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Representative Krebs. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: I have a question, and 

lis relates to history. After the report came out in 1985 

i — on the revision, which you now support maybe because 

lere's — because there's — 2043 is out there, the 

sality is there were a couple of attempts made to 

iplement those recommendations during the latter part of 

ie 1980s. 

And PennDOT fought those — those changes, and 

Ley were not implemented at that point. Am I correct in 

r reading on that? 

MR. CRESSLER: Yes. And there are changes 
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i — there are changes between your bill and the 1985 

sport. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Right. You're now 

.lling to accept the '85 changes because there may be 

langes that direct the balance a little further in 2000. 

i now you're — I guess are we dragging you into the 

iture is my question? 

MR. CRESSLER: I believe the point is that 

tere's very few provisions that were — that the 

spartment opposed in the late '80s, in 1985; and they were 

try important provisions. There were some changes in the 

LW, and now those provisions are incorporated in both the 

.lis. 

There are still some provisions that are in 

143 from the report that are not in the 630 and so that 

lere are still provisions from the report that the 

spartment of Transportation opposes that are not in 630 

it are in 2043. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Could you enumerate 

lat those are? 

MR. CRESSLER: One of those that was mentioned 

is the temporary — temporary impact of construction on a 

roperty — on property. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Could you explain that 

> us? 
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MR. CRESSLER: Yes. That is a provision that 

s specifically addressed by the Pennsylvania Supreme 

urt in the late '70s that it's not constitutionally 

quired to give that compensation to a property because 

at happens during construction is that's an exercise of 

e police power by the government, not the power of 

tinent domain. 

And it's something that everybody has to deal 

th, not just the people that happen to have one square 

>ot taken from them but also the next property that may 

it have one square foot taken from them. And they 

so — and plus everyone that goes through the area. And 

's a police power exercised by the government as opposed 

i a power of eminent domain. 

And it also could lead to speculative, you 

LOW, speculative damages that, you know, that it's 

iproper for the government to — to pay. And this — and 

lis also addresses the gas station question about in the 

Luphin Marrows. 

The Supreme Court and nationwide, there is no 

.ght to the traffic that goes by your property's door. I 

san, the fact that you happen to be along a road and you 

snefit from the fact that traffic goes by you, that's not 

constitutional right. 

If the bypass is built and the cars now go 
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ong the bypass and not in front of your gas station, 

>u're, you know, you haven't lost a private property right 

icause there's no right to the traffic that goes by you. 

id if you opened up that door any time there's a project, 

most any business in the area would come forth and seek 

•mpensation from the government. 

The same principle is applicable to this 

smporary interference during construction is that when 

instruction is over and you now have a beautiful road in 

ont of you and now you have more business, the government 

tesn't seek your — a part of your profits because now, 

>u know, the improvement has benefitted you, you know, 

merally benefitted your property. So it's a trade-off 

rpe situation. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: In reality, you don't 

sel there should be any — if somebody has a business 

lere and you're totally reconstructing the road and nobody 

m get into their business basically for six months, you 

ive no legal obligation to compensate them? 

MR. RYAN: The way you — 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Or you make a little 

.rt path which nobody is really going to go down through? 

MR. RYAN: Yeah, the way you described it is 

i do provide access during construction to businesses. 

cay. We don't set it up so that there's no absolute 
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cess at all. All right. Now, where it can be painful, I 

dnkf is in the event of a detour. 

Now, let's say we're replacing a bridge, okay, 

d there's a business on one side of the bridge. A detour 

>ute takes you out around, and the traffic does not go by 

eir house any longer. They can get to it from one end, 

it it doesn't go by it. 

The assertion that you made is that we denied 

icess to that business entirely, and that's not the case. 

! do provide access during construction. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: I'm done, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: On page 3 underneath House 

.11 2043, could you explain that paragraph? We already 

tuched on this bill would allow for temporary construction 

ipact. Can you explain why, you know, what that is and 

ly the Department opposes it? 

MR. CRESSLER: It's on our page 9. We're on 

>uble-spaced copies. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: All right. The next line 

iat talks about personal property, could you just go 

irough that, like, line by line, explain, you know, what 

tey are and what the Economic Unit Doctrine is? 

MR. CRESSLER: The personal property one is 

iat that's in the event a property owner — their entire 

roperty is taken or they're being forced to relocate; but 
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ere's personal property not attached to the land that 

ley have that they choose not — that they can't move 

icause — you know, this particular one is — it gets a 

ttle complicated. 

But let's say that it's personal property and 

iey choose not to move it. The current Eminent Domain 

»de and 2043 provides that they are entitled to 

>mpensation for the group of — its value in place as it 

.ts there or the cost of moving. 

630 as well as the Joint State Government 

>mmission report in 1985 suggested that that — that 

lat's not appropriate. If they're not going to move it, 

le moving costs shouldn't have anything to do with the 

unpensation. It should be its value in place. 

MR. RYAN: So it compensates based on the 

itention of the property owner either to leave it there or 

> move it. 

REPRESENTATIVE NAITLAND: You mean something 

Lke a gazebo out in the yard? 

MR. CRESSLER: Something that's not fixed to 

le land. In other words — 

REPRESENTATIVE MAITLAND: Well, it would be on 

le foundation, but it could be moved? 

MR. CRESSLER: Right. And that gets into the 

Lxture law and what's — it could be surgical blows. Or 
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mean, it could be any piece of personal property 

iat — either that they — that they can't move because 

tere's no building to move into. 

Or under — under — even under 630, personal 

roperty, if the business is discontinued for some reason, 

tey can abandon their personal property there and have the 

>ndemnor purchase it. 

REPRESENTATIVE MAITLAND: So if you had a 

inch of birdbaths and lawn ornaments and you just decided 

> leave them there because you're moving into an apartment 

id you don't have a yard anymore, the condemnor would have 

> pay for that? 

MR. CRESSLER: This is for businesses, not 

ssidential. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Could I give an 

cample? Another example might be that there's a farm out 

lere. There's a farm out there, and it's a dairy farm. 

id you decide that you're putting a new interstate in. 

id, you know, and you actually go through and you 

ike — you take his best land. 

So in reality, he has his dairy barns yet; but 

i doesn't have any land to grow his feed on. You would be 

squired to take the rest of the farm if it's of no 

:onomic value to him. Wouldn't that be similar to that? 

MR. CRESSLER: We wouldn't be required to take 
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:, but he could come in and seek compensation on the basis 

tat what he had left was not, you know, was not 

motional. And it may be — you're correct that in some 

Lrtial takings, it may be that you've, in essence, forced 

te business to move, in which case these kind of benefits 

>r dislocated businesses would come into play. 

If it were a business on the birdbaths, I 

san, they could abandon the property there as personal 

roperty. 

MR. RYAN: And be compensated for it. 

MR. CRESSLER: And be compensated for it. 

MR. RYAN: Okay. It's not a question that 

ley don't get compensated. It's one or the other. 

MR. CRESSLER: The next one is evidence 

: market value. This is the — there's a provision 

> — right now that the law provides that testimony can be 

resented on the three traditional approaches to value, 

lich are the market comparable sales approach, the income 

jproach, and the cost approach. 

The 2043 would amend that to say that in 

Idition to those three traditional value — approaches to 

ilue, that testimony could be presented on any generally 

:cepted approach to value in the appraisal community. And 

le Department's concern with that is that that would open 

\e door to speculative approaches to value appraising the 
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isinesses rather than in eminent domain law, you appraise 

ie real estate, the highest and best use which has to do 

.th what you can do with the property. 

But you're not — the condemnor is not taking 

ie business. It's taking the real estate. And the 

mcern is that this would open the door to, you know, 

)eculative approaches to value that, you know, would 

icrease the amount of damages payable. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: All right. So if you're 

>ing to take a gas station, the gas station fellow goes 

it and hires an appraiser to appraise it on one of those 

iree. And it's not proper to bring his CPA in to do a 

-year weighted average appraisal as to the income loss and 

: cetera, is that what you're saying? 

MR. CRESSLER: There's an income approach, but 

:'s not — it's not necessarily the kind of approach that 

)u would use in other areas to value a business. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: If I was going to sell the 

isiness to someone, I would have the CPA come in and do a 

sighted average or something over the past five years' 

icome. That's not proper to value that business for 

mdemnation purposes? 

MR. CRESSLER: Right. And the reason for 

lat — and it's, you know, 100 years of case law is 

scently supported, you know, recently endorsed by the 
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snnsylvania Supreme Court in a case — is that you, you 

tow, it's fair market value that you're paying, not the 

tlue to that individual landowner. 

And this does create problems in a lot of 

>ndemnation cases. But it's the — that's the overall 

>licy of balancing the public and the private interest is 

>u're paying fair market value what the person would buy 

>r the — buy the real estate. They're not buying the 

isiness. 

I mean, it's the real estate that — that 

>u're looking at the fair market value of the real estate 

: its highest and best use, which does bring in what you 

in do on the property in the business. But just because 

te person can make a million dollars off of a property, 

le next guy that's not so good a businessman, he can only 

ike 200,000 off the property. 

You know, the guy that's the good businessman 

>esn't get more money than the guy that's a bad 

isinessman. It's what the market would pay. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: So you endorse the 100 

jars of case law in the current Supreme Court ruling on 

lat? 

MR. CRESSLER: Yes. This would — this would 

cpand that. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Okay. Okay. 
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MR. CRESSLER: The last one is on the 

isembled Economic Unit Doctrine, which is — it's a 

rinciple that's pretty much confined to Pennsylvania law. 

:'s a legal fiction that says that personal property that 

in be moved in certain circumstances will be treated as 

Lrt of the real estate and valued as a whole as, you know, 

.th the real estate. 

In other words, the Assembled Economic Unit is 

tlued, not the — not the land and buildings and the fixed 

[uipment, which is your — the traditional situation. 

tat doctrine, you know, developed in the early '70s and, 

>u know, had developed in case law over the years to — it 

isically applies where there's no building for the 

isiness to relocate to so that there — it's a forced, you 

low, closure of the business. 

So the idea is it's not fair for a — the 

mdemnee to have no place to move his business to. But 

le condemnor only buys the land and the buildings and the 

ichinery that's attached to the floor. And he's stuck 

Lth all of this other personal property that he can't 

sally use because there's no building for him to move to. 

The law has created this doctrine that says in 

lat case, it's only fair that the condemnor, you know, 

irehase the — purchases the whole property. What 2043 

juld do would be to say that any time a business is taken, 
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le condemnee can elect to say I'm just — you buy it all. 

In other words, even if there is a place for 

.m to move and, you know, the case law would not say that 

le doctrine applies because the general policy is you want 

isinesses to continue and move. What 2043 would do would 

i go against that general policy by providing that a 

mdemnee can just say, I'm not moving. You buy it all. 

And the Department doesn't feel that that's, 

>u know, good public policy or appropriate. The 

jndemnors would be forced to buy everything even whenever 

le — the property owner can move. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And that's — that's a 

surt-created doctrine? 

MR. CRESSLER: Yes. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: But you don't agree with 

lat decision? 

MR. CRESSLER: We agree with the — we agree 

Lth what the courts have done. 2043 goes beyond what the 

Durts have done and says it's not limited to the 

Ltuations where you can't move or what you move is not a 

isiness whenever you move it. 

2043 says all the condemnee has to say, I want 

le doctrine to apply, and the condemnor is forced to — it 

Des beyond case law. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Representative Browne. 
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REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Just a follow-up, Mr. 

lairman, on the things you were mentioning. How does the 

LW take into account a circumstance as the Chairman 

sntioned with a gas station, if he has to move and wants 

> move but the geographic location that he's doing 

isiness, he can't find a similar location that will give 

.m the same, you know, opportunity for the value of the 

isiness? 

Does the law itself provide for compensation 

1 that regard, or are there damages provided for 

>mpensation in that regard? How does that work? 

MR. CRESSLER: That's the — I mean, if he 

>es indeed move but it's to a less favorable location, 

lat's what the $50,000 benefit is for. That is a — it's 

tiled a — it's now called an alternative business damage 

jcause it's an alternative to moving costs. 

It will — it will — under the both bills, it 

>uld become a business dislocation damage, which is in 

Idition to all his costs to move to the new site, finding 

new site and moving there. The condemnees would be 

ititled to up to $50,000 based on — you look at their 

icome taxes from two years prior to the move compared to 

leir income taxes afterwards. 

And based on the formula, you know, they're 

ititled to up to $50,000 for basically that, you know, the 
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Lme it's going to take them to, you know, get their 

isiness back up. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: So it's capped at 50 

rand regardless of — 

MR. CRESSLER: Right now it's capped at 20, 

id you get — you don't get moving costs and you 

st — you get one or the other. And the both bills would, 

>u know, greatly increase the benefits to a business in 

lat kind of a situation. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Thank you, Mr. 

xairman. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Chief Counsel Preski. 

MR. PRESKI: A few questions to go back to the 

jpraisals where you started from. The appraisals, do you 

ive your own in-house PennDOT appraisers, or do you go out 

id hire private appraisers? 

MR. RYAN: We do both. 

MR. PRESKI: Both? Well, then my next 

lestion is this, that for the private appraisals, do you 

ive a stable that you regularly use from? 

MR. RYAN: We have implemented — since we met 

id had our testimony before the Select Committee with 

spresentative Krebs, we have instituted what we call an 

ivitation to qualify in which anybody that believes that 

ley qualify to do certain levels of appraisal have an 
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jportunity to participate. 

And they go through a process to get, quote, 

requalified to participate. So that — if that's what you 

tan by a stable, yes, we have a stable. But it's based on 

leir experiences coming to us and providing an opportunity 

> participate in this effort. 

MR. PRESKI: And you're the ones who qualify 

lem? 

MR. RYAN: That's correct, right. 

MR. CRESSLER: Basically, they have to be 

jrtified under the state procedure that was referred to 

lere the certification is now any appraisal performed in 

snnsylvania has to be by a certified appraiser. And 

lere's two categories, residential and then general. 

The general people can do, you know, 

Hnmercial and industrial. So the PennDOT policy that's 

sen implemented is there's three categories of appraisals. 

lere's simple appraisals which are, you know, typically 

>ur residential. And you need a residential license to be 

1 that — qualify for that category. 

Then there's a complex and very complex 

jpraisals. And you have to have the general — a general 

srtification to be qualified to do the, you know, the more 

Lfficult appraisal. 

MR. PRESKI; And my next question — 
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MR. RYAN: Before you move on, can I add to 

lat also? In the area of our own appraisers, there is now 

:ate law that mandates certification. And we've gone 

trough the process to certify our own appraisers. So they 

>w carry a credential that meets state law. 

MR. PRESKI: Well, then let me follow up. For 

mr own appraisers, since — I think Representative 

.ark's question was, Wouldn't it be easier to just, as 

>u — when you give the notice of taking, also hand them 

le appraisal? Won't you have that in your hands when you 

ike the decision on whether to take or not? 

MR. CRESSLER: Yes. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: They have it in their 

inds long before that. 

MR. CRESSLER: The appraisal is completed 

ifore an offer is made. 

MR. PRESKI: Last question. Since you've 

ilied upon the Rules of Civil Procedure, do you ever not 

Llow your own internal appraisal to be discovered either 

5 a work product of your own counsel or anything to that 

art? 

MR. CRESSLER: That's the individual trial 

Minsel under the Rules of Procedure. You can either 

Lsclose the report, or you can give a summary of the facts 

id data and the opinions that are in the report. So once 
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case is in litigation, the, you know, individual trial 

tunsel, you know, makes a determination on that. 

And quite frankly, what has hit now -- it's 

stting better since the certification procedure is now in 

.ace. But historically, the Department is required under 

sderal procedures to do a pretty complete appraisal. It's 

20 — on the bigger claims, it's a 20- or 30-page 

>cument. 

And quite frankly, usually what you get back 

:om the condemnee is a 1- or 2-page little summary of what 

le appraisal is. Now, that's changed a little bit because 

te certification procedure requires a more complete 

>praisal by everyone that's doing an appraisal. 

But historically, there's been a reluctance, 

ren in litigation, to disclose the report. They will give 

summary, but there's been a reluctance because the 

tchange isn't fair. Even, you know, when you get down to 

le line, a lot of times the exchange isn't fair. 

MR. PRESKI: And my next question, I guess, is 

lis: Is there a happy medium between 630 and 2043? I 

san — 

MR. RYAN: Yeah. We're always willing to work 

Lth you folks in trying to come to, you know, a compromise 

l this. There are certain provisions in 2043 that we have 

>t talked about that we like. 
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MR. PRESKI: I guess my last question is this, 

s that Representative Krebs, in his testimony, referenced 

lat a majority of the land acquisition costs are covered 

r the federal government or paid for by the federal 

>vernment. 

We have information in some of the research 

i've done that it might be upwards to almost 80 or 90 

srcent of that. Is that fair? 

MR. CRESSLER: In certain jobs. 

MR. RYAN: Yeah, I'm not sure I can answer you 

Lrect limit. I will say to you on our larger complex 

>bs, like the Dauphin Narrows where federal funding is 

lvolved, compensation for right of way is at the same 

itio as compensation for construction. 

In other words, the federal government 

irticipates to the rate of 80 percent. But not every 

roject involves federal participation. And in those 

rojects that do not involve federal participation, the 

Lght-of-way settlements are paid for 100 percent with our 

m funding at the state level. 

MR. PRESKI: Okay. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Let me have a follow-up 

lestion on that. I understood from an appraiser that you 

it appraisals out on bids. Now, when you do a big project 

Lke Dauphin Narrows, did you put that out on bid for one 
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ipraiser to do the whole project, or is that on parcel by 

Lrcel basis or what? 

MR. CRESSLER: It's generally on a parcel by 

xcel basis. But sometimes they will group, like, four 

ssidential properties on the same block or whatever. 

iey'll group appraisals like that. The current PennDOT 

ocedure is to generally go on a low bid basis. 

We have three categories. The very complex 

te — ones are not on a — they're — they can be done not 

i the low bid basis if the Department so — so selects. 

te typical appraisals are — there's lots of people on the 

.st. Whenever there's a job to be done, notice is sent 

it to everybody so that everyone has an opportunity to, 

>u know — that's qualified — to bid on that project. 

Low bid gets the — you know, typical 

>vernment low bid gets the appraisal. The middle category 

> the same way except the people are more qualified. 

ley're more difficult appraisals. They can't just have a 

isidential qualification. They have to have a general 

talification. 

And again, everyone, you know, is given the 

>portunity to bid. And the low bid is, you know, it's 

rcepted. That procedure was in place before these latest 

;arings and, you know, not the ITQ, but the low bid 

>ncept. And at one point, the Department did not use low 
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Id. 

And the allegations were that the Department 

ted the same bidders, used the same appraisers all the 

Lme. So, you know, reacting to those allegations, the 

apartment went to the low bids so that it's the low bidder 

lat gets it. And it's not, you know, you can't be accused 

: going to the same person all the time. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: But if you do that on a 

ircel by parcel basis, you might have, you know, 40 

jpraisers on a project. 

MR. CRESSLER: You may have? 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: You may have 40 appraisers 

l a project. 

MR. CRESSLER: Sure. And that's — 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Because I'm a supporter of 

mnDOT, and I want some roads built. And when I heard of 

lis procedure, I was outraged, you know, that I had people 

sre who wanted to settle with PennDOT and wanted their 

3use appraised. And PennDOT said, Well, first of all, we 

ive to qualify these people. 

And we have to put it out on bid. And then, 

au know, we have to come back and go through the bids and 

rerything. It took four to six months, you know. And if 

3U're doing that on a parcel by parcel basis on a large 

roject, you're slowing that thing down. 
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MR. CRESSLER: They are encouraged to group 

tern, if they can, in the review process where a PennDOT 

srson reviews all the 40 appraisals. Part of that process 

; to, you know, hopefully get consistency between the 

.fferent people that are doing it. 

MR. RYAN: The other thing I would caution 

>u, too. Representative, is the kind of scenario that you 

Jscribed, like the Lewistown Narrows where we've got lots 

: property owners. We don't have a lot of those projects 

:atewide. Now, there is a cluster of them in your 

[strict and adjacent to your district with 1-99 under way 

.ght now. 

But that type of project is relatively few and 

ir between across the Commonwealth. So on a 

>mmonwealth-wide basis, we can manage, manage it 

•ficiently even though we still go through all these 

;eps. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: I want you to come home 

id tell my constituents how well we're doing it. 

MR. RYAN: We'll work with you, 

jpresentative. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Any additional questions? 

MR. CRESSLER: Could I — there were a bunch 

: questions earlier about the delay compensation issue. 

id, you know, that doesn't come into play in your typical 
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squisition because a lot of these — you know, very few 

tses actually go to condemnation. 

You know, out of the about 20 percent of the 

Lses that PennDOT gets involved in actually go to 

mdemnation. The other 80 percent are settled before 

mdemnation. And delay compensation is only applicable 

>r the period of time after the government has taken 

>ssession of the property. 

And then you're successful later on in 

>taining more money than what was paid to you before the 

>vernment took possession. So, you know, there's a 

mdemnation, there's the payment of the — you know, the 

mdemnor's offer is made. Then possession is transferred 

> the condemnor, and the job is built. 

There's five years after that payment is made 

>r the condemnee to come in and petition for a board of 

Lewers to get additional compensation. Those are the 

ises where delay compensation comes into play because four 

sars later, you know, they obtain $50,000 more. 

It's only right. They should have been paid 

le $50,000 before possession was obtained. So the delay 

xnpensation is to, you know, put them in the position as 

E they would have had the $50,000 initially when, you 

low, that's what the offer should have been based on, what 

le court proceeding, you know, gives rise to. 
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In almost all of those cases, there are 

:torneys involved. And as the Representative said, these, 

>u know, delay compensation becomes a negotiable issue 

tder current law, you know, like other elements of damage. 

id that's where there are some counsels — condemnee 

mnsels out there that didn't do their homework 

>parently. 

Or lots of times, it's, you know, they don't 

.nd taking the 6 percent because interest is immediately 

Lxable, whereas if it's land, it becomes a capital gain 

tat's deferred. So if you're doing a total package 

ittlement, they might only — I mean, they might only 

tnt — I mean, even attorneys that know that they can get 

rime plus one, they will settle cases at 6 percent. 

Sometimes they waive delay compensation 

scause they're looking at the total package not — and 

ley look at the tax consequences as well as the total 

ickage. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: All right. We certainly 

int to thank both of you for your — 

MR. RYAN: You're welcome. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: — for your testimony 

>day. And I think what we'll do now is maybe take a 

>-minute break to help out our stenographer. And we'll be 

ick here at 11 o'clock with Bill Nast, Esquire and his 
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istimony. 

(A recess was taken.) 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: The next gentlemen who are 

dng to testify is Bill Nast, Esquire and William 

esnahan. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Close enough. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Close enough. And I think 

11 have you gentlemen testify one after the other. Then 

>u'll both be available for questions from us. So we'll 

art with — 

MR. NAST: My name is William H. Nast, Junior. 

m an expert on legislation, this particular legislation. 

am not a practitioner of eminent domain law generally. I 

Lve had some cases in the past but not for some time. I 

LS counsel of the Joint State Government Commission which 

is the source of the original 1964 Act pursuant to a task 

>rce and advisory committee that was created in 1960. 

The 1964 Act was revolutionary. Although, 

tere was a Uniform Eminent Domain Code that was — had 

sen promulgated nationally; and some of the ideas came 

rom that. The concept of the 1964 Act, which is still in 

.ace today, basically is premised on a very significant 

teoretical premise. 

And that is that the trade-off is that 

>ndemnees should receive adequate or, in the words of the 
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institution, just compensation plus — and there's a 

us — something more than just compensation. And in 

iturn, the condemnor should have immediate or as immediate 

cess to the property itself as it desires given its 

irticular circumstances. That was the trade-off with the 

4 Act. 

In 1971 — I did not participate in the 

rafting of the 1964 Act; although, I did work for the 

>int State Government Commission until 1963. I left and 

ime back as counsel in 1968. And shortly after that, we 

sgan a complete revision of the act because of the 

.rcumstances that occurred in the 1960s. 

The main one being that a bill had been 

lacted federally. We call it the Muskie Bill. Its 

>rrect title — it's in the report at page 9 — is the 

{location assistance and something act, which provided a 

reat deal of federal money to state governments for 

tyments connected with condemnation proceedings. 

This was the era of the urban cross where they 

>re out the heart of cities — particularly Allegheny 

mnty, Pittsburgh was one that was very famous — and 

:her cities all across the country to put in super 

.ghways that took the people right downtown. And it was 

.so a — some say ghetto-clearing areas and things like 

lat. 
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There was a lot of money available, and the 

deral government was willing to make it available to the 

ates. In order to do that, it was required that the 

ates reconsider their condemnation acts and that they 

iopt their procedures to comply with some of the federal 

iguirements. 

That was done essentially in the 1971 Act, 

iich is reported in a Joint State Government Commission 

tblication called the Eminent Domain Code as Amended 1972. 

Le original act was also — a report was issued. In both 

: these cases, there were extensive commentary with 

revisions explaining how each of those provisions got into 

ie act and what the rationale was for it. 

After the 1972 codification — 1971 amendment 

: the code, the Eminent Domain Code, it was decided that 

ie entire act should be reviewed late in the — in that 

icade. And in 1980, Senate Resolution 107 provided that 

ie Joint State Government Commission reactivate the 

Ivisory committee and the task force, legislative task 

>rce, and that they look at that — at the entire act in 

.ne with the case law that developed and the complaints 

lat had developed by condemnors' and condemnees' attorneys 

id the academicians to a writing about the Pennsylvania 

iw and other condemnation laws. 

In 1985, under the chairmanship of Senator 
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ightbill, who was chairman of the task force, the report 

: the Joint State Government Commission was issued. And 

lat's the — essentially the basis for what is now Senate 

.11 ~ 1999 Senate Bill 630. 

Senator Brightbill introduced Senate Bill 1269 

L the 1985/86 session where it died in the Senate 

>mmittee. In 1970 — 1987/88, it passed the Senate and 

.ed in the House Appropriation Committee. In '89/90, it 

is introduced but didn't get out of Committee. In '91/92, 

. was introduced as Senate Bill 277. 

In 1997/98, it was introduced as Senate Bill 

:35. And in the 1999/2000 session, Senator Brightbill 

ttroduced the bill as Senate Bill 630. As you know, it's 

issed the Senate with some amendments; and it's in the 

>use at this time. 

Let me tell you a little bit more about 

'self. Not only was I counsel to the Joint State 

>vernment Commission for the 1971 amendments, I served as 

te main staffer for those provisions that were drafted and 

.so for the 1980-85 period when the task force — when the 

Ivisory committee and the task force adopted the report. 

But I also have — I want it known that I 

srved as a consultant to Senator Brightbill in the Senate 

>r the purpose of reviewing the current law and the report 

id Senate Bill 630. I did not participate in the drafting 
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: Senate Bill 630, but I did review it with staff and 

iefly with the Senator. 

I also appeared before the Senate State 

ivernment Committee when the bill was there where it was 

tended in the Senate. I've also been asked — one other 

;edential you should know — or I don't know if credential 

t the right word. One other hat is I've been asked by the 

snnsylvania Bar Association to appear on their behalf to 

:plain to you and tell you emphatically that they are very 

ich in favor of codification of the laws, including Senate 

.11 630 or House Bill 2423 — 2043. 

They have a general policy, adopted policy by 

le Bar Association to encourage the codifications. As far 

t I know, they have no specific policy recommendations as 

> any particular provision in the bill. So they're 

>t — I'm not here on their behalf arguing for or against 

ly particular provision. 

And I think it's essentially true that I'm not 

sre to testify as in regard to the worth or nonworth of 

ly particular provision of Senate Bill 2043 as opposed to 

mate Bill 630. But there are a couple of things I think 

:e very important for this Committee and for the House to 

sep in mind. 

One is that the Joint State Government 

>mmission has always acted — operated — by the way, I'm 
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stired from -the Joint State Government Commission. I'm no 

inger with the Joint State Government Commission. I am a 

:ee agent. My consulting fees are not so high that I have 

> worry about anything I say here today. 

I can assure you this is my news. But I 

link — I think it's important that you note that the 

>int State Government Commission has always acted and 

all acts, as far as I'm aware, on a consensus theory. 

le advisory committee, which is listed in the 

sport — and you have a copy of it — you'll see consists 

: quite a few advisors. 

In most of the meetings of the Commission, 

>st of the members of the advisory committee were present. 

> you are talking about a — not only a very distinguished 

roup, three, six, nine, ten — there's over 20-some 

Ivisors — you're not only talking about a very 

Lstinguished group of practitioners, including Joe Klein, 

IO'S present and I understand is going to testify — and I 

ilieve Mr. — 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Bresnahan. 

MR. NAST: — Bresnahan is an associate of Mr. 

mdelson? 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Correct. 

MR. NAST: Right? 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Correct. 
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MR. NAST: And he was a very active 

Lrticipant on the condemnees* side in the advisory 

anmittee deliberations. But we've never — the advisory 

>mmittee never operated on a majority vote. We were not 

— we were not a legislative body. We were working for 

te Legislature. 

As a result, the votes that were taken by the 

Lvisory committee were consensus votes. Not to say that 

tere weren't dissents, including Mr. Klein I note 

.ssented on many occasions. But not to say there weren't 

.ssents, but it was never a 20 — a 12-11 vote. 

It was a significant consensus of the advisory 

>mmittee before a recommendation could be made. And I 

link that's important because we started with a principle, 

lich I want to come back to a little bit later. And that 

i that before we would change the language of the current 

iw, the '64 Code, before we would change it, there had to 

s a consensus that it was a change worth making; it was a 

lange in substance; that it was a change that improved the 

rocess of providing for — for the eminent domain 

rocedure. 

This is the one area, by the way, where the 

lpreme Court has always allowed the Legislature to proceed 

I procedural matters, unlike any other area that I know 

E. As you're well aware, the court has a tendency to 
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rike down or suspend, as they put it, under the 

nstitution, statutes that deal with procedure. 

There was an unwritten rule that — as far as 

know, it's still — I know it's still unwritten. And as 

r as I know, it's still in effect — that the Legislature 

n deal with the procedural aspects of eminent domain to 

e exclusion of this report. 

The — so what I'm trying to say is that these 

ire changes that were well thought out, well argued out, 

olently argued out on some occasions. And changes were 

it recommended to the Legislature unless there was a 

gnificant consensus from a group that included 

ipresentatives of condemnors, not only PennDOT but also 

ical governments and the various people that have the 

mdemnation powers, from the condemnees' attorneys, from 

te representatives of the state government, and from 

lademicians. 

Mr. Snitzer, who wrote the book on eminent 

main, was a member of the advisory committee, as was a 

ofessor from Fenn, Professor Krzywicki, and Professor 

ddman from Dickinson. The changes that they recommended 

;e set forth in the summary, summary of recommendations in 

tis — in the report on page 9. 

Most of those recommendations — there's 11 

[commendations that were specifically — specifically made 
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. addition to codification. Of that, I think two are not 

i House ~ Senate Bill 630. One of those is actually in 

use Bill 2043. And the other is — I'm confused at the 

Hient. 

I'm not sure if it's in either or in both or 

i one or the other. I'm not sure. And it's a technical 

itter, very technical matter. The — I think that 

' — what I would like to address here is I think — I'm 

dng to assume that anything that's in Senate Bill 630 and 

L Senate — in House Bill 2043 is probably a given. 

So I'm not going to reargue whether it should 

- shouldn't be in. In fact, I have no real interest in 

tat. I do have an interest in what I see as maybe three 

: four major general issues in the — in House Bill 2043 

; opposed to Senate Bill 630. 

I'd point out that I was involved in the 

rafting of the report, which is the basis for 630. The 

.rst one is — what bothers me is that the — there's been 

lot of editorial drafting changes. I think this appears 

> be what's now known as simplified drafting in House Bill 

10. 

I'll give you a couple of examples. If you 

ive a copy of the bill, if you look on — and this 

i — this comes down to practically every section has this 

.nd of change in it where the words are just moved around 
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id redrafted. 

If you look at page 12, for example, under 

srvice, Senate Bill 630 and the existing law says, "The 

irvice shall be served, within or without this 

unmonwealth, by any competent adult." The bill says, 

rithin or without the Commonwealth, the notice shall be 

srved by any competent adult." Of no significance at all. 

This kind of change is literally in, I would 

iy, well over half of the sections. Now, there is a 

inciple of statutory construction that says if the 

sgislature changes the words of a statute, it must mean 

— it must require a different interpretation. 

As you recall, I said that when the advisory 

anmittee was considering each of the changes, they 

lopted — they followed the process of not changing the 

mguage from the 1964 Code unless there was an intent to 

tange something substantive in the particular section. 

It bothers me not that these changes aren't 

stter, not that they're not 1999 stylistic changes, but 

tat we're changing existing language in existing law 

.thout any purpose in changing that in a statute that has 

sen interpreted by the court since 1964. 

And without — you know, I just don't see the 

sason why that's being done unless there is a substantive 

lange intended. Most of these I'm sure there isn't. So 
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at bothers me a great deal. And there's some — there's 

rate places in there where the mere changing of this around 

Y very well lead to a different kind of interpretation. 

For example, there's a provision that deals 

th allowing people to enter the land to do studies, 

ists. Current laws talk about soundings. When that's 

langed in Senate Bill — House Bill 2043, it says that you 

m enter to sound. I don't know. 

I'm not sure whether sound — the verb is the 

ime as soundings. I think soundings to me means drilling 

Ld finding out how stable the ground is, where sound might 

s — I don't know — birds chirping or — I don't know. 

.1 I'm — I'm not suggesting that this is the end of the 

>rld or anything like that. 

I'm just saying that I don't see any reason to 

lange statutory language just for the sake of changing it 

i a bill that's been interpreted by the courts for over 35 

sars. There's other provisions which don't seem to be 

Lgnificant, but they — it bothered me because I think 

ley significantly impinge upon the underlying structure of 

le statute, the 1964 Code as amended. 

And what I'm talking about there again is this 

Lchotomy between the condemnation proceeding itself and 

images. And the question has come up about the right of 

jpraisals at the time that the condemnation is filed. 
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. Cressler said — and it's my understanding that at 

sast PennDOT — I don't know about all the other 

mdemnors — often give appraisal information before they 

en file the condemnation. 

But the point is the statute makes it a 

iguirement that it be done on the — at the time the 

mdemnation is filed. That's mixing the condemnation 

ocedure; that is, whether you can condemn the property, 

.th the damages. And I think that that in the long run 

Ly prove to be a very serious objection to that kind of 

tproach. 

There's nothing — I have no problem at all 

.th giving appraisals. I think, you know, appraisals 

tould — they should have access to appraisals. No 

lestion about it. But I think mixing up these two 

sparate concepts is very dangerous because what you're 

>ing is you're trading off against the availability of the 

roperty — property to the condemnor for really a 

sgotiating position that improves your stance on the 

sgotiations. 

I think we'd be better served, the people of 

le Commonwealth would be better served in the long run to 

sep those two boxes separate. There's other such things. 

Lke, for instance, there's a definition of just 

>mpensation in the definition section on page — on page 
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And it's almost word for word the same as the 

sfinition in page — of the substantive section on page 

t. Why it isn't identical, I don't know. But what I want 

> argue or what I want to present to you and argue, I 

less, is the fact that you have two different statements 

i two different places in the same law, if this passes. 

It presents the problem that if you amend one 

: the two, do you — and forget to amend the other 

le — and that happens, as you all know — you have 

mrself a mishmash, like which controls — and this is 

>viously substantive law. Definitions are definitions. 

I know that the rationale for putting the 

sfinitions in the act are to, I guess, to make it more 

sadable by laypersons. I don't know. It troubles me when 

3U put the same — when you put substantive law in the 

sfinitions. I don't think definitions are as good 

rafting as probably the place for that. 

There have been other occasions where that's 

sen done. So, you know, I can't say it's never done 

scause it certainly is. But it troubles me. Then to put 

le same language in two places and not make it identical 

ikes no — absolutely no sense to me. 

I think that's a case of poor drafting and 

aor theory under the drafting to put those provisions 
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i — into a bill that doesn't — that doesn't really 

quire it. On the area of definitions, I'm troubled by a 

it of the definitions that have been added in the House 

.11. 

Farmhouse, as far as I can tell, appears once 

i the bill. I don't know why it's in the definition 

iction. If it appears 100 times, sure. The definition 

iys it's the residential part of a farm operation. Gee, I 

m't know. I sort of thought that's what a farmhouse was. 

I don't know that it really requires a 

atutory definition unless you intend to make it something 

her than just the residential part of a farm. If that's 

ie intent, if that's the intent, the definition doesn't do 

:. If that's not the intent, then why have the definition 

: it only appears once in the act? 

If you really want to tie this down, why not 

it the language in the definition in the act in this place 

tere the substance requires it? I don't understand the 

rafting behind such a thing. Same with concepts like 

.ghest and best use, just compensation. 

Some of these others are — are common law 

sfinitions that the courts have construed that use pages 

id pages and pages of court cases to reveal. You cannot 

>mpress that kind of a common law definition into two and 

half — two lines in a word like highest and best use. 
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lis also appears in other places in the act. 

The Assembled Industrial Economic 

•ctrine — Economic Unit Doctrine — Assembled Industrial 

tit Doctrine is a peculiar thing to Pennsylvania. As far 

i I know, it doesn't appear in any law of any other state. 

. was decided by a Superior Court at a time when they 

tought that it was required. 

It's been addressed by a lot of other 

ovisions in the act that deal with relocation — business 

^location damages and so on. I don't think the Assembled 

idustrial — well, Assembled Industrial Economic Unit 

>ctrine doesn't apply to residences. And there's several 

:her of those kind of provisions. 

The third group of provisions that are in 

>use Bill 2043 — and I didn't really say there's anything 

rong with them, except they're what I call got you 

revisions. A lot of the — it seems to me a lot of the 

rovisions that are added — like, you have to serve the 

>mplaint the same day that you filed it. So what happens 

: you don't? 

I mean, we got you. You can't go ahead with 

le condemnation. You have to start all over because you 

.dn't serve it on the same day. That's nonsense. No 

>urt will order that. So what does it mean? It means 

lat you have one more hearing. I mean, talk about delay. 
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It has one more hearing to delay the process, 

t on the damages side, but on the condemnation side which 

anges the negotiation position on the damage in the other 

x because now they have to do it over. They have to go 

ck and file again. This is, of course, six weeks later 

ter the preliminary objection's been filed. 

You have to go back and re-serve it again and 

ike sure that the same day you serve the guy in wherever, 

copy, a true and correct copy of the declaration of 

iking — I mean, it's just a got you provision. What its 

irpose is, I don't know. There's other ones that says you 

Lve to do — the court has to do such in 30 days. 

There is a provision in 630 that says the 

>urt has to — at the time, I told the advisory committee 

L my view that the court would ignore that; and they have. 

id they're going to ignore the 5-day provisions and the 

i-day provisions. They're going to ignore those. You put 

tern in. 

But again, it gives you like a got you thing 

tere you didn't — the court — you know, if somebody 

.dn't do something in the time period that was allotted, a 

sry short time period in some of those cases, then you can 

>mehow delay the proceeding. 

It's also true of the one that 

squires — that makes a part of the preliminary objections 
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ie — a good faith estimate of just compensation. 

tmpletely mixing the two boxes between the condemnation 

spect of the proceeding and the damage proceeding. I have 

:her examples of those, but I'll go on. 

And finally, the substantive provisions. I 

link that PennDOT suggested in their testimony that this 

>sets the balance. I think there's no question that House 

.11 2043 upsets the balance. And I think I have to remind 

>u of at least back to the 1971 amendments. 

The trade-off, as I said, was the condemnor 

sts the property, which they're entitled to under the 

institution. They're entitled to get the property. 

lere's only a very limited number of ways you can object 

> the actual condemnation. There's four of them 

irrently. 

There will be four plus that bad faith 

itimate of just compensation, which has nothing to do with 

tether they get the property. You're bringing that into 

ie other box to stop the proceeding from going ahead. On 

ie other hand — and you're mixing the two boxes, as I 

lid. 

In 1971, under the Muskie Bill, there was 

.early an understanding by the — by both the Congress and 

ie Pennsylvania Legislature and the legislatures of other 

:ates that the trade-off would be that condemnees would 
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it more than just compensation. 

There's no way under our bill that any 

mdemnee doesn't get more than the constitutional 

squirement of just compensation. By mixing the damage or 

mefits provisions of one chapter of the bill in with the 

tmpensation for the real estate, which is what's 

institutionally required by the Pennsylvania Constitution 

id in federal cases by the Federal Constitution, you 

e — you may be converting the benefit and damages side 

i some constitutional right. 

I don't think that's really what you want to 

». We have a lot of money today. The Governor has a lot 

: money. We're all anxious to spend the Governor's lots 

: money. But there may well be a day when we desperately 

sed public projects done when we don't have so much money. 

And I think you have to also remember that the 

ixpayers have an interest in this whether the money comes 

:om — I actually pay federal taxes as well as state 

ixes. And whether the money comes from Washington or 

>mes from down here in Harrisburg, it's still my money. 

And I think that — my sympathy is with the 

mdemnee. The condemnee today gets more than just 

>mpensation because however that's determined, they also 

st moving benefits. They get — in the case of 

jsidences, you know, they get the mortgage payments, they 
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it interest payments. 

They get all kinds of additional amounts of 

»ney over and above what the Constitution requires. Now, 

ider this proposal, you're not only giving them 

ire — and I don't have any objection to the fees being 

icreased. I think that's a good provision. It should 

icrease the appraisal fees and that. And there seems to 

! no dispute about that. 

I don't have any problem with that. But by 

.xing up the two boxes between the right to condemn and 

Le — and by adding the additional benefits, if you will, 

>r the condemnees, I think you're upsetting a balance, 

tich I suspect will result in the bill never being passed. 

That's all I have to say. I will answer any 

lestions or try to answer any questions. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: I think what we'll do is 

s'll ask you some questions right now. We'll hold off on 

>u a second. I guess I'll — an observation and a few 

lestions. 

MR. NAST: Sure. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Maybe all observations. 

le word changes, now, I want you to know that there are a 

>t of staff people who work for the Senate and the House 

10 make a good living off of mixing these words around. 

MR. NAST: I did that for a long time. 
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CHAIRPERSON CLARK: I want you to know you're 

amping on some serious toes here. 

MR. NAST: I am aware of that, yeah. And I 

d it myself. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: All right. Now, the 

xt — 

MR. NAST: I always had a rationale for it, 

ough. And I haven't seen a rationale for this. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: All right. Well, it's 

ce that you have seen the light in your previous ways 

MR. NAST: Oh, no. I didn't say that. I 

dn't say that. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Now, the way I look at 

lis, okay, is we want these highways built. 

MR. NAST: Yeah. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: But we want the people 

tose property is being taken to be compensated as promptly 

id fairly as possible. And we don't want to mix the 

unpensation and the taking, like you said. And that 

ipraisal that is made available on a declaration of taking 

lat's filed at the courthouse should have been available 

.th that property owner long before that when that 

.ght-of-way letter went out and when they sat down with 

s. Smith and said, We think your property is worth 
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2,000. All right. So — so, you know, we agree — 

MR. NAST: I'd point out that none of the 

edeclaration of taking procedures are required by the 

atute. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Well, I think maybe that's 

tere the statute needs to go then. All right. 

MR. NAST: That might be. I don't know. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: You know, because once 

snnDOT files that declaration of taking, their project 

>ves on; and the people get their highway. And I can see 

lere it may be more important to continue the construction 

: that road than it is to fool around with these people 

10 object. 

And, you know, maybe that in the back of 

imeone's mind and subconscious that those people are going 

> be penalized because they didn't sign on board to help 

•> build this road. And that might be there subconsciously 

.th PennDOT. 

So I think, you know, my observations of, you 

LOW, what you said is — is, you know, PennDOT gets their 

roperty, builds their highway for the public good, safety 

ssues; but the people need to get their appraisals, money 

id that issue out of the way as quickly as possible and as 

> front as possible and even before those actual papers 

:e taken. 
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The goal is to never have a declaration of 

Lking filed other than in the recorder's office when it's 

freed to. 

MR. NAST: My guess is that if House Bill 2043 

Lsses as it is today, you will have a lot more 

iclarations of taking being acquired because you're going 

> have a lot more ways to stop the condemnation. And that 

L turn will lead to more lawyers in the longer run, more 

Lwyers' fees, which are not paid out of the $2,500. 

That was a gift. That was always considered a 

.ft. I mean, it's not attorneys' fees. It's not 

>praisal fees. It's a bone to the person who's having 

leir property taken, which is very traumatic. Someone 

Lid it's like losing your life, and I agree with that. 

My parents' property was condemned. I know 

>w traumatic that is. But that was a gift. That was 

>mething thrown in to expedite the process. And I think 

ice you start putting in more ways to object to the 

mdemnation, what you're doing is delaying it. 

And you're delaying it because the balance of 

jgotiations has shifted now from wherever it is now to 

>re in the way of the condemnees are stalling the property 

it to get more money in the long run. The example used by 

le of you earlier was if there's 25 properties and 

rerybody signed up but one, the one gets more. 
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And you go to Philadelphia. Remember, you 

LOW, the building down there where you go into the square 

tat has the hot dog stand or the restaurant that's right 

tere where the building overshadows it? That guy never 

d get paid because he refused to sign off. 

I think you're looking at more declarations of 

iking being required to be filed if you adopt some of 

tese provisions. I may be wrong. I've been wrong before. 

it that's the way I feel. I don't think it reduces it. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Representative Browne. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. I'm far from an expert in this area, as you are, 

t terms of — 

MR. NAST: I'm an expert in the legislation, 

>t in the field. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Well, I think that's 

iportant because of how it's applied in some of 

te — some of the language that's in it. You had spent a 

.ttle time on just compensation. That's — in terms of 

lere I'm at at this point, that's where I have some of my 

mcerns because when I — as somebody who's done some work 

i accounting and finance, I would consider fair market 

ilue of a condemnee's entire property interest to 

i — should be applied to be an economic value, what it's 

>rth to them to run the business, what cash flow they get 
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om the business on a day-to-day basis. 

And I — in terms of the condemnation process, 

: a property owner's underlying real estate provides value 

> that business, the business is location sensitive and 

ie case law in the application of this law doesn't allow 

>r that economic value to be given to the owner if he 

in't find a comparable — a comparable property in which 

> run that business if it's condemned; in other words, 

t's out of pocket, say, a couple hundred thousand dollars 

year, he can only be compensated $50,000 total damage. 

How is that — my confusion is how could that 

s considered just compensation? 

MR. NAST: Well, first of all, just 

>mpensation applies to the real estate. I think we're 

.xing the real estate and the other kinds of things. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: I guess the definition 

mfuses me then because it's fair market value on the 

mdemnee's entire property interest. 

MR. NAST: Property interest. I don't know 

tat that includes his business. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Does that apply in 

ise law to mean just the real estate? 

MR. NAST: The definition that's in the act on 

ige 34 of 2043 and also back to the definition section, 

Lmost the same but not quite, is — is essentially one 
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lat's been developed with case law over the years. It's 

i the '64 Code. And it was an attempt to codify, broadly 

>dify the concept. 

There's also — you have to read into the 

meral language of 703 which deals with fair market value. 

it at one time, the business interest and — were not 

lcluded in the concept of just compensation. It was the 

sal property, period, the property that you actually took. 

And the provisions in the other chapter that 

sal with dislocation, relocation, moving, all those 

irious benefits, if you will, damages or benefits — I 

link benefits to the condemnee because they get 

lem — whatever they get for the property, they get those 

l addition. And those are attempts to address your 

roblem. 

They also can get under the Assembled 

ldustrial Unit Doctrine and other doctrines of other 

mcepts of law like the fixtures doctrine, all of that, 

ley also can get those kind of values. They also get 

ilues under the unity of use where if they have one piece 

: real estate that they're doing their business on and 

sxt door there's another piece of real estate that 

srvices that but they're not taking that, there's a 

sctrine — there's provisions in all of the — both of the 

Llls that deal with that. 
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There's other kinds of ways to address that. 

it the definition of just compensation is sort of 

.me-honored constitutional language that the courts have 

iveloped since 1776 or before — 1789 or before. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: You're saying in terms 

: the application of the statute, in terms of condemnation 

•ocedures, a business owner can be put at whole, can be 

it at whole and doesn't have to close? 

MR. NAST: Oh, yeah, because first of all, he 

m move the business. And then he gets paid for moving. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Yeah. But paid for 

>ving and the economic value of that property that he 

mid lose by moving are not the same thing. Taking your 

sal estate, taking your fixtures and moving them from one 

.te to another is not the same as what that site-sensitive 

>cation and the value of that location is. If moving — 

MR. NAST: It's what a willing buyer and a 

.lling seller would have paid for it. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: No, it isn't. No. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: And I think 

lat's — my opinion what's — how Representative Krebs' 

.11 addresses that is by increasing the damages from 25 to 

). 

MR. NAST: Oh, I have no problem with that. 

sah, I have no problem with that. 
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CHAIRPERSON CLARK: But in a lot of cases — I 

Less in some cases, that wouldn't, you know — it depends, 

guess, on the circumstances. 

MR. NAST: Yeah. It's the fair market value 

ifore and after the condemnation. If you look on page 35 

: the bill at 703, Fair market value shall be the price 

dch will be agreed to by a willing and informed seller 

id a buyer taking into consideration, but not limited to, 

le following factors. And there's a list of factors 

lelled out. That's in the law. It is the law. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Just in theory — 

MR. NAST: It is the law now. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Just in theory, I'm 

ist a — 

MR. NAST: Are you going to the different ways 

: valuing market value that PennDOT complained about 

>ening the door to, other than the enumerated ones that 

:e currently in the law, methods of valuation of property? 

don't really know about that. 

It strikes me that — we went through a 

.gnificant period of litigation where any kind of 

:pertise — expert testimony was allowed. And we got 

>me — there are some who would say we got some extremely 

id cases — bad results. I don't know whether this is a 

ly of preventing that kind of thing in this area. 
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I don't know. I have no real judgment about 

at — that aspect. 

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Representative Krebs. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: I just have one 

estion. In your statement that you're saying that all 

mdemnees get more than just compensation, do you have any 

ta to support such a broad statement? 

MR. NAST: Well, just compensation is what 

ley're entitled to by the law. And they get that either 

• negotiation, by a hearing before a board of view that 

n't appealed, or by a trial de novo in front of a court, 

• by appeal from that trial de novo to the Superior Court, 

- by the Supreme Court on certiorari or on allocatur. 

They always get that. However that — or 

latever that amounts to, they always get — 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: You're saying by 

ifinition, they get — 

MR. NAST: They always get just compensation. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: They get the definition 

: just compensation. But I was looking at it from a 

Lyman's standpoint. 

MR. NAST: You mean they don't get as much as 

tey want, is that the definition? 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: That they don't get as 
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ich as they personally value the property. 

MR. NAST: Well, I can't respond to that. I 

san, my parents thought their property was worth a million 

»llars. The Commonwealth gave them 19,000. They couldn't 

it an appraiser that said it was worth more than 19,000. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: I'm just saying that 

m not sure by legal definition they — they get just 

>mpensation. 

MR. NAST: They're required to by the 

mstitution. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: That's right. But the 

>int is, but that just compensation is defined by — by a 

>t of maybe legal precedents and that over a long period 

: time. But that does not necessarily mean that they got 

le value. That is really a tax to them personally. They 

>t the legal definition of — 

MR. NAST: Well, Representatives Krebs, your 

:atement is applicable to anything. If I don't get what 

want, then does that make it wrong? I mean, they 

st — they get what they agreed to by negotiation. Or 

ley get what the board of view, which is a point — I 

>ticed in the bill that the number of the board of view is 

lised from three to five. 

I don't know if the counties know that because 

ley're the ones that pay that. I don't think they're 
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>ing to be too happy about that, but that's a — they get 

lat the jury awards them. Or they get what the Superior 

>urt provides if it's on appeal. I mean, how else can 

>u — Commonwealth Court. Pardon me. Commonwealth Court. 

How else can you measure just compensation 

tcept to say it's what the law gives them, which they're 

ititled to? And then in addition to that, they do get the 

:her things. But that's my point. They always get more 

lan just compensation because they're also entitled to the 

irious benefits that they get under the other chapter. 

They get those whether they're happy with just 

>mpensation or not. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Or there's the 

Ltuation because the procedure is so complicated and so 

Lme consuming that they finally say I'll sign here because 

E their frustration. And they do not get the true value 

scause some of them are — they're either intimidated by 

le system or they're frustrated by the time constraint 

lat is imposed on them; that the lawyers on the other side 

low how to drag it out; that they wait till the last day 

2fore they file, and then they file an objection to — or 

xnething to extend it out. 

And this person, his life is on hold because 

DU have decided — we as a society have decided to do 

Dmething. 
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MR. NAST: Representative Krebs, I hate to 

sagree with you. But first of all, they've already lost 

ie property if you're past the declaration of taking 

•int. The property is gone. Secondly, they've already 

iceived, quote, estimated just compensation. They've 

ready received part of the money at least. 

What they're arguing about is the surplusage, 

le addition on top of what an appraiser — I mean, do we 

isume that the Department doesn't act in good faith? Do 

t assume that certified real estate appraisers don't act 

L good faith? And if we do, where do we draw the line on 

iat? I mean, who acts in good faith? 

Can't we make some assumptions at least the 

spresentative of government acted in good faith? 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Well, I think we have 

roven in history at times that representatives of 

>vernment have not always acted in good faith. 

MR. NAST: That's true. But do we make that 

ssumption as to the future as to all of them? I mean, 

tat troubles me a great deal. 

REPRESENTATIVE KREBS: Okay. Well, some of 

>ur statements trouble me a great deal, too. 

MR. NAST: I'll be glad if you question me 

>out it. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Mr. Bresnahan. 
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MR. BRESNAHAN: I think I'll move over here, 

: I might. I will be brief. My name is Bill Bresnahan. 

am a lawyer from Pittsburgh with a statewide practice, 

:arted out as a condemnor's attorney with the Court 

ithority of Allegheny County and then the Urban 

{development Authority of Pittsburgh and then for the last 

)-some years have been a plaintiff's attorney principally; 

.though, I do do trial work for the Pennsylvania Turnpike 

anmission as an independent counsel. 

My feelings about these two bills are very 

jnple. I do not favor either of them. If I had to favor 

le over the other, I would favor the Senate Bill over the 

>use Bill. In brief, the reasons why I do not favor the 

>use Bill have been mentioned. And I'll simply mention 

le categories to you. 

First of all, it mixes the boxes; that is, the 

iking issue versus the damage issue. And I think that is 

substantial mistake. Secondly, it is very sloppily 

ritten. My apologies to the authors if they are present. 

: is very sloppily written and I believe contains actual 

rrors of law, particularly in the area of the Assembled 

jonomic Unit Doctrine definition. 

I have problems with going to different 

sthods of valuation because the different methods of 

iluations have been overruled by the courts in the past, 
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id I do not believe they will be allowed by the courts. I 

ve problems with the preliminary objections the way they 

e drafted because the preliminary objections are too 

road. 

I have problems with the estimate of just 

impensation concepts. I have problems with the got you 

ovisions that this past gentleman mentioned. And I have 

oblems with the increase in the number of viewers, which 

don't find to be a — I just see no reason for it. 

I don't think our problems are at the viewer 

ages in the eminent domain area. And lastly and probably 

L overall suggestion is I have problems in that it really 

amatically upsets the balance between condemnor and 

tndemnee. The condemnee is given too many ways to hold up 

project. 

However, I can't favor Senate Bill 630 either. 

id the main reason I can't favor it is it does not address 

te of the critical problems that exists for condemnees in 

le state. The normal condemnation case does not have the 

roblems that we're looking at. They are the exceptions. 

I am betting you that 90 out of 100 cases that 

> through don't have any of these problems. And out of 

le remaining 10 cases, out of the 10 percent of the cases, 

le percent are dramatically a problem. And by that, I 

san the taking of commercial properties. 
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With great regularity, we're finding that 

tese people are simply being destroyed, not hurt, 

jstroyed. They are being put out of business. They 

innot find a substitute property. When the offer comes 

id it is inadequate to buy a substitute property, then the 

>ving provisions don't assist them. 

To move the personal property and to be unable 

> find a substitute property is a disaster. So that if 

m have a good commercial enterprise, many of them that 

ive been in existence for 30 years, and all of a sudden 

ley get an $800,000 offer on their real property, and 

Long with that the condemnor says, And we'll move you to 

>ur relocation property, thank you very much. 

I'm going out now and look for a relocation 

roperty, and I've found one. I found three of them. One 

5 at $2.6 million, and one is at $1.9 million. What do I 

> to make up the difference between the $800,000 and the 

. or $1.9 million? And that is, you can't do anything. 

ju're getting killed. 

And we can't allow that to continue. I 

slieve that House Bill — or Senate Bill 630 does not 

Idress it. The $50,000 that Representative Krebs has 

scommended all along is a major improvement over the 

20,000, but it doesn't solve the problem. 

Now, go back to the gentleman sitting on my 
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ir left who raised an issue a few moments ago. The 

roblem is that historically, Pennsylvania doesn't pay for 

ofits, the business losses. They just don't. The law 

LS been that and has been that solidly. 

And the fact is that that's where the people 

:e getting killed. We have to do something more than just 

blanket $50,000, which brings me to my last point. And 

tat is that I don't believe either of these bills should 

t passed and either of these bills should even be 

>nsidered until there is some meshing. 

By that, I mean there are two opportunities 

lat's available to you gentlemen before you pass anything. 

le is to send it back to the advisory committee for 

toughts about what has been mentioned here, exceptions 

tat have been taken here. 

The second is a committee, a very, very good 

>mmittee that has not been utilized at all by anybody that 

am aware of. And that is, the Pennsylvania Bar 

ssociation has a real property section; and that real 

roperty section has an eminent domain committee. 

I was the chairman of that until I was very 

icently unceremoniously dismissed by the new head of the 

>mmittee. That committee is constantly looking for work. 

: is composed entirely of people who do eminent domain for 

living, both condemnors and condemnees. 
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I would think that this — either of these 

.lis should be sent to them for comments prior to it going 

ty further, okay, because those are the people making 

leir living doing this. And I think you'll get nothing 

it interesting comments coming back, helpful comments 

>ming back. 

So I am not speaking on behalf of the 

irnpike, by the way. I'm an independent counsel. I'm 

ire speaking to you as a lawyer who works on both sides. 

could not support House Bill 2043 because of the reasons 

ve told you. I could not support the Senate Bill because 

: doesn't go far enough, even though it is a major 

aprovement on what it's done. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Thank you very much. Do 

>u think we need a separate set of rules for commercial 

sal estate? 

MR. BRESNAHAN: No. No, I don't think we 

lould go separate at all. However, I think we 

lould — and maybe I'm misinterpreting your question. Do 

think that we have to have specific provisions dealing 

Lth commercial entities? The answer is yes. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Yes? 

MR. BRESNAHAN: But it has to be part of this 

rerall — 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: That's correct. That's 
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irrect. But a different section. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Correct. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: When you hit a commercial 

roperty, you can get your CPA in here; and you can average 

ie incomes or weight them or whatever to get a fair market 

ilue for the business rather than just have the real 

state appraised. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: But make sure you understand 

tat you're saying when you say that because that's going 

> be a big dollar number. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Right. Yes, it is. Yes, 

: is. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: But I like where you're going 

icause this doesn't do it. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: But that is what a willing 

slier and a willing buyer may do. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: If they were buying the entire 

itity; that is, the real estate plus the business, you're 

jsolutely right. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Isn't that what they're 

xndemning? 

MR. BRESNAHAN: No. That's the problem see. 

jople think that's what they're condemning. And the 

Efect may be that they are condemning it if they can't 

Lnd a substitute property to move to. 
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CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And you say they can't 

nd a substitute property because the appraisal's for 

100,000 and the next piece of property is 2.6 million. My 

lestion is, How do you get an $800,000 property when a 

•mparable sitting out there is 2.6 million? 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Which is the exact same 

Lestion I posed to you in my address to you. I don't 

etend to have the solution. I'm suggesting to you that 

: must be solved with this amendment. 

MR. PRESKI: Mr. Bresnahan, in your practice 

id in your work with the Bar, have you ever seen either a 

:ate that you think that's got it right and considers this 

: a provision like the one you would like to see 

>mewhere? I mean, do other states, I mean, basically take 

lto account the lost profits or the other costs? 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Some states do; some states do 

>t. The states that do have found that they are getting 

.lied in a courtroom. And if we decide to pay for 

isiness loss, it may well be that they should get killed 

l the courtroom because they're not doing good appraisals. 

But I will also tell you that there is no 

:atute in existence that I'm aware of that solves the 

:oblem. 

MR. PRESKI: Okay. Well, then let me ask you 

lis: Given, Mr. Nast, what you said, that basically just 
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mpensation is, almost to paraphrase, whatever the courts 

ter the Superior Court and allocatur appealed to the 

preme Court say it is — 

MR. NAST: No. It's what a jury says it is, 

e board of view says it is. 

MR. PRESKI: Well, in these cases, though, if 

ie statute was rewritten to allow for consideration of the 

ist profits or the other costs that we're talking about 

sre, wouldn't that become then the just compensation? 

MR. MAST: Just compensation is a real 

operty concept. It's always been. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: I would disagree with this 

mtleman on that subject. 

MR. PRESKI: Would you comment? 

MR. BRESNAHAN: The code defines just 

(mpensation to be what he says, plus whatever damages are 

ailable in this code. It has been amended. So it's much 

roader than it used to be. This was certainly what it was 

: one point in time. 

But as we have added special damages to the 

sneral damages, those special damages are now a part of 

Le concept of just compensation. 

MR. NAST: That's — conceptually, I think the 

mtleman is correct. I think that's bad because the one 

E required by the Constitution and the other isn't. The 
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:her you can increase or decrease or the Legislature 

>uld --

MR. BRESNAHAN: I agree with you. 

MR. NAST: — deal with it in the future. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: I agree with you. The 

sgislature has dealt with it in broadening it by the 

:atutory amendments. 

MR. NAST: And they do go to the lost product. 

agree with Mr. Bresnahan that that — and I can assure 

>u that the advisory committee from 1980 to 1985 spent 

>urs and hours with his former associate, Mr. Mendelson, 

sing one of the most articulate advocates of this kind of 

>proach. 

And I think he's very honest in front of you 

len he says that. If you notice on page 42 that the 

isiness damages — you get amount equal to the average 

mual net earnings. You're talking about net earnings of 

le business. But it's capped at $50,000 because if it 

isn't capped at $50,000, it could be, you know, it could 

i all your — all your surplus in the — in the budget. 

A jury could award it. And it's a question of 

)llars. And if you want to make 50,000 into 100,000, if 

>u want to make 50,000 into a million, you're still going 

) have a case where a million isn't sufficient, that it 

lould have been 2 million. And all you have to do there 
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: argue with the budget office as to how many dollars 

Ley're willing to spend on this. I suspect that they're 

>t willing to spend a lot. 

MR. PRESKI: Mr. Bresnahan — thank you — we 

.d send these, both of these bills to the Bar Association 

id to the real property — 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Nothing was sent to the 

dnent domain committee. 

MR. PRESKI: Well, this is --

MR. BRESNAHAN: It was never passed down 

scause it would have come to me. 

MR. PRESKI: This is a continuing — not a 

roblem that we have. But ultimately, from the Bar 

ssociation, we have to wait for the committee to decide. 

id the committee takes it to the Board of Governor. And 

le Board of Governor apparently takes it to the full 

smber ship. 

And the session is completed by the time we 

it an answer from the Bar. Can you provide me — I've 

Lven you my card, and you have my address — can you 

rovide me with a list of those members? And I will 

idividually send it to them and ask them for comment. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: I can do that. 

MR. PRESKI: Thank you. 

MR. NAST: I think the Bar — I'll certainly 
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Leek with the Bar as to why it was not sent to the eminent 

>main subcommittee. I assumed it was. And I must say 

ten the '85 report was done, there were representatives 

om the Pennsylvania Bar Association on that advisory 

immittee. And they were — 

MR. BRESNAHAN: I would add just one other 

Ling. I serve on the Supreme Court's Appellate Court 

lies of Procedure Committee and formerly served on its 

.vil Rules of Procedure Committee. And before we change 

lies dealing with any area of the law, we publicize it in 

le advance sheets so that the lawyers in the state can 

>mment on it. 

It doesn't take long at all. All you do is 

it it in the advance sheet. They come out once a week. 

id we put it in in its full form, whatever way we're going 

> change it. And the reports that come back, the replies 

lat come back are excellent. You may want to consider 

lat as well. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: One last question. We 

ilked about setting up a separate section to handle 

>mmercial real estate, and one way is to set up a 

Lfferent rule of valuing that commercial real estate. The 

:her — but then you get into, you know, an unlimited 

rtount in cases. The other solution of that is to increase 

le $50,000 cap. 
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MR. BRESNAHAN: Yes. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Those are the offers. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: But as Bill said, there's 

)ing to be a case that the 100,000 cap doesn't cover 

Lther. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: That's correct. Yeah. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: But my only point to you is 

lat you may not have to do as much changing as you think. 

>r example, if you were to say that in the cases of 

jmmercial usage of property that business profits are a 

xisideration, when you jump over the hurdle — because the 

lrdle rate now is as soon as anybody attempts to enter any 

images on business profits, the courts will stop it and 

ly you can't do that. 

They are not entitled to those damages under 

le Pennsylvania Eminent Domain Code. If they were 

ititled to those damages under the Pennsylvania Eminent 

xnain Code, then that type of evidence could be 

itroduced. So it may not be as difficult as we're making 

: out to be, but it may be extremely expensive. 

MR. PRESKI: And that becomes a battle of 

cperts then. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Correct. As does anything in 

le area of real estate taxation or real estate 

sndemnation. 
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CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And then the expense of 

lese projects have a possibility of getting out of 

>ntrol. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Absolutely. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Unless you cap them like 

i do with the $50,000, just cap them someplace? 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Correct. The whole concept is 

lat if we are truly interested in what you said was your 

>al — and that is to move the project along and to fairly 

rapensate the individual — what I'm saying and I believe 

my of us are saying is that there are individuals who are 

)t being fairly compensated. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: That's correct. And 

lat — in a perfect — 

MR. NAST: And in that case — 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: In a perfect world — 

MR. NAST: — I would — 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: — where we have unlimited 

avenues, that is what we would do. 

MR. NAST: And I don't disagree with him in 

antext, no. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: We need to cap that maybe 

Dmeplace? 

MR. NAST: I'm not sure. I think you have to 

leek with Mr. Cressler. I'm not sure whether — does the 
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ideral government, they wouldn't pay — do they pay more 

lan — do they pay for this added damage without a cap? 

MR. CRESSLER: There's only so many dollars to 

> around. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: They allocate X number of 

jllars to the project, and that has to satisfy — 

MR. CRESSLER: Well, no. They allocate so 

ich per year. And that, you know, FennDOT uses that 

Llocation up. But, you know, that shouldn't get in the 

ly of compensating people by any means. 

MR. NAST: We were not — we were not aware of 

lis problem. I hope I make that point, that we tried all 

arts of — there were various suggestions and alternatives 

3 to how to approach this. And I do agree with Mr. 

cesnahan. There are bad cases. 

MR. PRESKI: Mr. Bresnahan, a follow-up just 

i what Chairman Clark said. The universe for these cases 

3, the big ones, is infinitesimally small, isn't it? 

MR. BRESNAHAN: Small in the sense of the 

amber of the cases or the dollar figures? 

MR. PRESKI: The number of cases juxtapose 

jainst every other condemnation. 

MR. BRESNAHAN: I think the term infinitesimal 

3 erroneous. 

MR. PRESKI: What percentage then would you 
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.ve it? 

MR. BRESNAHAN: I think it's close to 5 

srcent. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Thank you very much. 

tank you very much. 

MR. NAST: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: The next gentlemen to 

sstify are Joseph A. Klein and Mark Silver. I believe 

m're from the same law firm in Harrisburg? 

MR. KLEIN: Yes, sir. Chairman Clark, let me 

lank you and the other members of the House who have made 

tese hearings possible. And I want to contrast the manner 

1 which the Senate Bill was passed and the manner in which 

le House addressed the bill. 

First of all, none of us were ever invited to 

>pear before Senator Brightbill's committee. Now, 

jference has been made to the fact that this is merely a 

^codification of the 1985 proposed bill. Let me tell you 

lat I was a member of the Joint State Government 

Hnmission during the years 1982 to 1985. 

Now, what you heard from Mr. Nast was pretty 

ich the way all of this was jammed through that particular 

Mnmittee. There was only two — there were only two 

:torneys who were members of the Bar and practiced on 

shalf of condemnees, and that was Mr. Dempsey and me. 
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The rest of the Commission was jammed with 

mdemnors that had no real significant interest in this, 

sople who represented pipeline companies, water companies. 

rery breed of condemnee and their counsel were there, and 

it only two people who did regular condemnee 

(presentation were permitted to be members of that 

anmittee. So it was a stacked deck. 

And the product you see, Bill 630, is the 

roduct of a stacked deck. My partner Mark Silver and I 

ive been doing eminent domain work. I started in 1964 

len the new bill came out with PennDOT. Mark started a 

>uple years after. So we've done both sides of the fence. 

Currently, most of our practice is on behalf 

: condemnees; although, we also have represented 

mdemnors such as Adams County and PP&L. So we do get the 

Lew from both sides of the fence. First thing I want to 

ry to set out — and we have put together a memorandum 

lich we addressed to your counsel in which we compared the 

revisions of the two bills. 

Let me start off by saying that condemnees do 

rt ask to have their property taken. They are the 

Lctims. And it's under a philosophy of the greater good 

>r the greater number. And I don't quarrel with that. 

wever, when we start defining what is just compensation, 

lat, gentlemen, is your role. 
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It's not Mr. Nast's role to give up X or Y 

>llars or PennDOT's role. You must make a determination 

1 how you want to treat your taxpayers and whether you're 

>ing to treat them fairly. That's why I am encouraged 

.th the fact that House Bill 634 — excuse me — House 

.11 2043 makes the first genuine attempt to do so, not 

mate Bill 630. 

I want to just take a couple of minutes to 

ilk about some responses to testimony that's been 

roffered by PennDOT and by Mr. Nast. First of all, let me 

ill you that the act that was proposed back in 1985 was 

>ught tooth and nail by PennDOT. They didn't want to see 

: come to committee. 

They had two members on the Joint State 

svernment Commission who fought every piece of legislative 

lange on the basis, Well, that wasn't the law. Well, 

lat's why you have a new act, to make new law in order to 

ilance the interests of both the condemnee and the 

>ndemnor. 

Attorneys for condemnees wouldn't exist if the 

indemnors did their job right. We are the ER of the 

Hidemnees. They come to us when they have been beaten up 

j PennDOT or some other condemnor and they have no other 

iy of getting any type of relief at all. 

The money we make insofar as doing contingency 
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>rk on our fee schedule is because PennDOT allows us to 

id because we have a system that doesn't treat condemnees 

tirly. You were told by Mr. Cressler that don't worry 

>out getting copies of the condemnors' appraisals. They 

ive to be supplied in discovery. Wrong. They don't. 

In discovery, a party is entitled to ask 

lother party's expert the facts upon which they propose 

jstifying — excuse me — the conclusions they propose 

jstifying to and the facts upon which they are based. The 

lswering party then has a choice. He can either answer 

lat, which is what PennDOT always does, or supply a copy 

: the appraisal. 

We're simply saying supply a copy of the 

>praisal. If the thought is that supplying it as of the 

ite of condemnation along with the other provisions 

squired under the declaration of taking isn't correct, 

len I must assume that you want to get it earlier; that 

le objector to that, which I believe was Mr. Nast, it 

lght to be provided very early in the game. 

When you make a determination you're going to 

ike somebody's property, tell them what your offer is 

sing to be and give them a copy of the appraisal. The 

ily information that is currently available to condemnees 

iroughout the Commonwealth relative to PennDOT's appraisal 

3 a breakdown between direct damages; i.e., the amount of 
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le offer that is related to the actual land and 

iprovements taken, and the severance, the effect on the 

roperty that remains in the event there is not a total 

iking. 

That information is wholly inadequate. Just 

Imply doesn't do the job. We make it a practice, whenever 

>ssible, of sharing appraisal information with PennDOT. 

s feel that helps narrow the gap. We note also, despite 

le testimony proffered here today on behalf of PennDOT, 

lat condemnees are still not being told that, Hey, if you 

3 to court, don't worry, you're going to at least get 

Lmple interest based on prime rate plus one percent. 

I attended the testimony offered before the 

>use Select Committee in which PennDOT appeared. And the 

lief Counsel of PennDOT, Andrew Gordon, said if the 

xidemnee was unlucky enough or stupid enough to get an 

:torney that was ignorant of the law, why do we have to 

ill him he's entitled to get more than 6 percent? 

It's there of record. The members of that 

xnmittee were aghast at the consummate, dare I say, 

ltzpah of Mr. Gordon in stating that. Furthermore, we 

sn't negotiate as to how much is delay compensation and 

3W much goes to actual damages. If we did, we would be 

sfrauding the federal government because they carry two 

Lfferent tax classifications. 
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Delay compensation is simply interest, which 

» taxed on their income. When you are getting paid for 

unages accruing due to the taking of your property, that 

i considered involuntary conversion. It is a capital gain 

id in fact can be deferred if it's reinvested within, I 

link, 18 months after payment. So there are differences. 

When they talk about a review process being 

srformed, it's being performed by PennDOT. These 

3-called independent fee appraisers have to turn their 

ppraisals in to some people who are not even as of this 

Lme certified. And then they pass on whether they like 

leir numbers or not. 

If they don't, they get them sent back. 

annDOT can refuse to pay the appraisers for this. And 

artainly, they are told — and it's in their own 

Lterature. And we have copies of it at the office, and 

j'd be happy to supply your Committee — that if enough 

zcurrences appear where you simply do not meet our 

spectation as to what your appraisal should provide, we 

Imply are going to take you off the guaranteed list. 

Now, how are these people selected? Almost 

nanimously they are selected on a low bid basis. Think 

bout it. Think how you would like to choose your 

tiysician based on low bidder. And there's a reason why. 

f they're low bidder and they're getting paid only a 
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Lnimal amount to perform their appraisal, they're going to 

! more dependent on PennDOT to give them comparable sales 

> rely upon. 

They're going to be more amenable to the 

iggestions of PennDOT. And we found that that has 

ippened. Now, the condemnee does present his case before 

board of view. So the contention that somehow PennDOT 

Lll never know what the condemnee's case is, we put the 

jpraisers on right in front of the board of view. They 

sad from their appraisal. 

They're subject to cross examination on any 

)cuments they utilize during the course of their 

sstimony. There has been some comments from both Mr. Nast 

id Mr. Cressler challenging the concept of being — of 

Iding a different method of appraisal under the evidence 

ictor. And I want to look at that section specifically. 

I think it's under Section 1105. The House 

Lll, unlike the Senate Bill, permits the qualified 

iluation expert to consider, quote, any other method of 

ppraisal practice generally accepted in the appraisal 

rofession, close quote. The judge would act as a 

itekeeper. 

And we have law in the Commonwealth of 

snnsylvania that says "generally accepted." And that's 

Dlumbia Gas Transmission Corp. v. Piper, and that's cited 
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i page 8 of our comments. So it's already there. PennDOT 

ies not want to accept that in certain instances. 

But yet I have had cases in which we used the 

rvelopment approach in arriving at a fair market value, 

id PennDOT said that made sense. And that is when you 

ive a residential subdivision which has been approved by a 

micipality, you take a look at what is the number of 

lits involved, how much is it going to take to develop 

tern; i.e., put in the infrastructure, the roads, the water 

.nes, sewer lines, et cetera, how much is it going to take 

1 order to pay your appraisers and engineers to provide 

le services, what is your time delay both in getting an 

>proval and in selling out the lots, and you apply a 

Lscount rate to that. 

And that then becomes the fair market value of 

>ur property. And you're comparing it to other 

ibdivisions. This is what people do in the real world. 

E you talk to any real estate developer, he's going to 

ill you, I follow these macerations. 

If I go to see Farmer Jones and say, Hey, 

lat's a nice 180-acre tract you have, I'd like to buy it, 

j figure is going to be dependent on what I can put in 

lere, how much it's going to cost me to do it, how long 

:'s going to take me to sell it out. 

So to say that we're adding new features and 
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eating some hobgob of case law that's going to come in, 

. doesn't happen. And in fact, our courts are used to 

iting as gatekeepers in every form of scientific testimony 

tat's presented to them, be it medical, engineering, what 

ive you. 

Twenty percent of cases going to condemnation 

is the figure quoted, I believe, by one of the witnesses 

i behalf of PennDOT. My guess is that almost all of them 

:e commercial properties. We don't deal with residential 

.ngle family-type condemnations. And the reason is they 

:e more than adequately protected under the code. 

They are given a feature which is absent in 

isiness condemnations. Their properties, their homes are 

jplaced by safe, sanitary housing. That's required by the 

ideral government. None of this is done based on the 

irgess of PennDOT. These are things imposed upon them by 

le federal government in consideration for having their 

rojects funded 80 or 90 percent, in some instances, by our 

sderal tax dollars. 

There isn't anything that even compares to 

lat in — in the current code. And I think earlier, you 

sked both Mr. Nast and Mr. Bresnahan how you would deal 

Lth it. Well, my partner and I talked about that the 

;her day. 

And even though it's not in our proposed 
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istimony, we suggested one of the ways you can view it is 

oviding them with enough funds to relocate their business 

. a site where they would recapture their current 

istomers and where they would have, in the instance of 

Lving maybe even statewide customer base such as car lots, 

: cetera, the same type of visibility, the same type of 

raffic pattern, and a similar sized facility insofar as 

le building from which they conduct their business. 

That would be a starting point. And that's 

>t a lot different than what's being done under the 

^placement of housing for single family housing residents. 

i order to qualify for safe, sanitary housing replacement, 

>u have to have a house of sufficient size to accommodate 

>ur family; it has to be hooked up to water, sewer; it has 

> pass all types of safety tests; it has to pass the type 

: testing that is imposed on all new housing that comes 

>out. 

And that is to ensure that even though he may 

lve had a subpar residence, he may have been living in a 

:oken-down trailer. We've had people that have come to us 

1 that situation, and they've ended up in $120,000 homes. 

>w, the place they lived, they couldn't get $20,000 for 

« • 

Most of the people we represent don't get that 

rpe of benefit because they are business people. When you 
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Llk about what are the benefits that are so graciously 

ranted under the Eminent Domain Code, $500 currently for 

dmbursement of appraisal, engineer and attorney fees, 

iOO. 

Mr. Nast will tell you, Well, gee whiz, just 

>mpensation, that — they're getting a bonus. In 

.orida — in Florida, condemnees are reimbursed their 

mnsel fees. And you might say, Well, isn't that going to 

ike a big headache for the funding agencies involved? 

And the answer is no because they get that 

iimbursement only if they improve the recovery from that 

lich is offered. We go on contingent fee agreements. If 

m're offered $100,000 and you fight through a board of 

Lew and a jury trial and appeals to the Commonwealth 

>urt, by the way, and not Superior Court, and maybe even a 

jtition for allowance of appeal to the Supreme Court, what 

s wrong with 33 1/3 percent above that, which was 

litially offered? 

Why not have that as a reimbursement because 

ren $4,500 doesn't do it? In the instance of real 

xnmercial appraisals, it doesn't even cover the cost of 

le appraisal. When you have partial condemnations, you 

>th need the real estate appraiser and you need an 

lgineer in many instances because you're going to have 

jsts intended to bringing the property up to the — to the 
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:ade that you need it. 

And you're going to need an engineer to do 

lat. You're going to have construction costs, et cetera. 

3 all I'm suggesting is just compensation is making people 

lole. Maybe you can't recreate their life. And 

srtainly, there's no two properties that are the same. 

it you certainly can do an awful lot to alleviate their 

Lsery. 

Mark and I were both counsel for the seven 

isinesses — seven of the businesses which were located in 

le Route 22/322 corridor called the Dauphin Narrows. Our 

sstimony two years ago before the House Select Committee 

3 replete with horror stories. 

They happen, folks. They are real. The 

sntleman with the car collection, he picked up scrapped, 

imaged, wrecked Volkswagens and on a basis of 3 to 1 would 

ill apart the body and parts and recreate a used 

Dlkswagen. When his property where he conducted his 

isiness was condemned — and his girlfriend owned the real 

state — he wasn't even offered moving expenses by 

snnDOT. 

Then PennDOT sent out one of their independent 

se appraisers — and I put that in quotes — who wrote a 

Dte to PennDOT, and we found it during the course of 

Lscovery. And that note said to the PennDOT right-of-way 
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Iministrator, Hey, you better get a machinery and 

[uipment appraiser and an automobile appraiser out here. 

lis guy has got a ton of inventory, machinery, equipment 

id fixtures. 

And the response, which was written on the 

>ttom of it, was to the effect, Mind your own business. 

> the offer was zero, and they paid a million and a half 

>llars to this guy. Now, we did not take one third 

scause we didn't think that was fair. We took a 

ich — less than half of that. 

But we hope we don't have to have horror 

:ories like that. There are enough instances where 

lere's a genuine dispute between condemnor and condemnee 

lat can be resolved in a crucible fire, so to speak, in 

:ont of a board of view and ultimately a jury without 

iving these. 

So in a way, we're talking against our own 

iterest. If we didn't have PennDOT, someone once said 

>u'd have to invent them. Now, how do they differ from 

le other condemnors? First of all, many of their projects 

ze funded by the federal government. 

And under — and I'm trying to remember the 

ill name of the act, but it's the Federal Relocation 

3sistance and Real Property Act. That's the one that 

jverns the provisions of 601(a) in the current code, the 
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^placement and relocation assistance. 

They require that unlike under the 

jnnsylvania Code where you don't have to pay EJC or 

stimated just compensation until after condemnation and at 

time when you seek possession, they say, No, no. You do 

sveral things different if you want our money. 

Number one, you go out and get an appraiser. 

>u make certain that appraiser has the condemnee 

zcompanying him through the property. Number two, the 

jpraiser himself must come up with a competent appraisal. 

imber three, you must negotiate with the condemnee. 

And if all of that fails, then you can file a 

jclaration of taking. Now, much to do has been made of, 

je whiz, this onerous provision of amending the 

reliminary objection section of the Eminent Domain Code to 

Llow a contest on whether the estimate of just 

xnpensation has been made in a correct manner, that simply 

3 putting that argument up front. 

And you'll see that we address it in our 

xnments. What you haven't been told by either Mr. Nast or 

r. Cressler is that under Section 407 of the Eminent 

amain Code, in order to gain possession of a property, a 

andemnor must tender his estimate of just compensation. 

And if the condemnee says, Hey, that's not 

air, you're not treating me correct, they then go to the 
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>urt. And they ask the court to issue a writ for a rule 

: possession granting them the right of possession. It is 

ten that a condemnee has a right to contest that offer. 

And when that offer is contested, everything 

:ops. They don't get possession of the property. All we 

ive suggested is, Why not put it in up front as part of 

le preliminary objections and have everything taken care 

: at once because right now you have a two-step operation? 

You can contest preliminary objections and we 

ilieve based on the — whether or not there's been a fair 

irket value appraisal made in good faith, among other 

ises. And then if that's turned down by the court, you 

in come back when possession is being sought by the 

mdemnor on the basis that the offer of just compensation 

is made in palpable bad faith. 

And if the court so finds, PennDOT or whatever 

sndemning authority there is — because it now applies to 

LI of them — simply doesn't get possession of the 

roperty. So anybody that tells you that this is going to 

sw up the process just isn't being candid with you. 

lat's all I can tell you. Or he doesn't understand the 

rocess. 

Mr. Cressler, I think, understands the 

rocess. What we're trying to do is shorten the time 

came. And if we have that appraisal even before filing 
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ie declaration of taking, how much easier it would be for 

le condemnee, a businessman, to go to his accountant or 

Ls lawyer and say, Hey, I need somebody to tell me what 

lis property is worth. Am I being treated fairly? This 

i what PennDOT's offered me, and they've given me the 

jpraisal they've settled upon. 

If I'm an appraiser — and I've worked with 

lough appraisers — I'd like nothing better to see what 

ie other side has to say. Have I missed something? Is 

lere a sale out there I didn't know about if I'm going 

ider the comparable sales or market approach? 

Am I viewing it from the wrong income stream 

E I'm doing it on the capitalization of net income 

pproach? These are the things I would want to know. And 

HI shorten it. And frankly, all you do is get there 20 

:eps earlier than having to wait till the board of view 

roceeding and then ask all these questions on cross 

lamination of PennDOT or the other condemnor's appraiser 

id then say to him, Ah, I see you have a document in front 

E you. What is it? Oh, it's my appraisal. Can I see it? 

Well, the board of view will generally let you 

se it. And then you read what you want to into the 

scord, and you ask questions. So ultimately, it will 

irface. What has proved absolutely amazing to us has 

sen, in those instances where we've challenged on 
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reliminary objections, the failure of PennDOT to make an 

ifer of just compensation in good faith. 

The type of appraisals we've seen, the 

xnments contained in PennDOT's files — we're currently 

>ing one now in the — Northampton County. It's the Route 

J bypass. The initial offer to the condemnee who owned a 

xmbination restaurant, office building, golf driving range 

id miniature golf course off of the William Penn Highway, 

E you're familiar with that area outside of Easton, was 

L33,000. 

I will tell you that for a period of four 

sars before filing that — that declaration of taking and 

>ng before Mark and I were ever involved, PennDOT's 

2presentatives were presented with engineering studies by 

le most preeminent engineer in that area of Pennsylvania, 

lich said the access to this property that you're going to 

3 providing is going to be inadequate. 

It won't meet your own standards for a medium 

Dlume driveway. And you're either going to have to 

smolish the restaurant which lies in the path of that 

civeway or you're going to have to widen the road that is 

srpendicular to that form of access in order to gain 

2cess that way. 

Wouldn't listen. Wouldn't look. Didn't care. 

s they filed a declaration of taking. We filed 
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reliminary objections. We take the deposition of their 

lgineer. And guess what he says? Dun, I made a mistake. 

couldn't calculate trip ends in order to determine what 

fpe of driveway would be required onto a state highway. 

PennDOT's appraiser says, Dun, I relied on 

lat he told me. And I even kept my appraisal open hoping 

could generate some information to tell me what the 

Ltimate cost would be. Guess what? We're still waiting, 

id we're still in front of a court. And it still hasn't 

sen resolved. 

These are not unusual stories. Tragically 

lough, they occur with too much frequency. And if Mark 

id I aren't able to pick them up, just think of those 

Ltuations where, as Mr. Gordon would call, they have 

bupid counsel who doesn't know anything about eminent 

amain and doesn't understand the process. Just think what 

appens to those people. Well, you know, they're the ones 

hat get 6 percent simple interest on delay compensation 

Eter they go through litigation. 

Let me just highlight a couple points before I 

urn it over to my partner. And again, what we attempted 

3 do was simply highlight the differences between the two 

Ills. We find, first of all, that the House Bill 2043 is 

o much more comprehensive, so much more fair to condemnees 

nd makes much more ultimate sense than that bill cobbled 
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>gether by Senator Brightbill. 

One thing that I do agree with some of the 

>mmentaries, that you're going to have a difficult time 

.nding five viewers, particularly in smaller counties. I 

link three does the job. And sometimes it's difficult 

stting a time to have a view and a hearing when you have 

iree because you're going to have attorneys for the 

>ndemnor, you may have more than one condemnee involved if 

>u have a tenant, and then you have the three board 

smbers. And then you got to worry about whether the 

resident judge of the county is going to give you a 

>urtroom in which to hold your viewers proceedings. 

Fair market value, again, when you talk about 

: and you talk about the Assembled Economic Unit Doctrine, 

>u have to recognize that you have condemnees who are 

lvoluntary participants in the judicial process. They 

>n't want to give up their businesses. They don't want to 

Lve up their homes. 

And in the instance of business people, they 

ly not be able to relocate to a site suitable, 

irticularly since there really isn't any avenue for them 

stting compensated for getting the type of location and 

lilding they need to maintain their competitive advantage. 

We have proposed that let's cut through the 

lole Assembled Economic Unit Doctrine and get to the real 
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5sue. Does this condemnee who didn't ask to be condemned, 

10 did not ask to be dislocated from his business, does he 

mt to relocate somewhere else? Or does he just want to 

ly, Hey, that's it, I cash my chips in? 

Now, in the normal course of business, at such 

Lme as that condemnee would be ready to retire, he'd offer 

Ls business up for sale. And he'd be paid for goodwill 

id the profit that he made out of the business, as well as 

le mortar and bricks and the machinery and equipment. 

That's no longer available to him. He's not 

sing to be paid for goodwill. He's not going to be paid 

3r what his real profits were except maybe up to 50,000 

id currently only up to 20,000. So why not give him the 

ation of saying, Hey, I've looked around. I'm 62 years 

Ld just like Joe Klein. I'm not about to start up anew in 

f life. FennDOT, you got it. 

It's a lot easier. And attempting to 

Lfferentiate between what is personalty and what is 

Lxtures is one of those things which would befuddle a 

abbinical counsel. The case law on what is fixtures and 

hat is personalty in Pennsylvania is a dog's breakfast. 

tiy not even bother with it? 

Because essentially, whether you're looking 

Dr payment under 601(a) for personalty in the property or 

tiether you're getting it under the Assembled Economic Unit 
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>ctrine, it doesn't really make any difference. You 

lould be paid for value in place and in use. 

So we're not saying that every piece of 

[uipment has a use nor that you should be paid for having 

.1 the faucets in your lavatory. It has to play a role in 

ie business, and it has to be there. The actual rule on 

le Assembled Economic Unit Doctrine is that in order to 

tve it apply, you have to have the type of business that 

m be relocated to an existing structure within your 

irketing area. 

And you have to be able to take along a 

Lfficient amount of machinery, equipment and fixtures that 

.t into that location in order to comprise an economic 

tit capable of carrying over your business. Now, I've 

me that kind of — and I hate to use the term lay terms; 

it generally, that's what it provides. 

It's difficult to find those buildings. It's 

Lfficult to find them in areas where you have your market. 

:'s difficult to find them in a configuration in which you 

>uld fit all your machinery, equipment and fixtures or at 

;ast a sufficient number of them in order to have a going 

isiness. So let's do away with it. 

Why put a condemnee in a position of having to 

Ltigate out five years, perhaps, before finding out 

lether his machinery, equipment and fixtures are going to 
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i paid for by PennDOT or whether that rusting group of 

lem which he hasn't used in five years then belongs to 

.m? 

Some of the other matters which I find kind of 

:range is the expedited appeals in eminent domain 

roceedings. One of the things that has always been 

mored in the breach is when you have preliminary 

>jections, the code currently provides that the court 

iall make a determination within 30 days. Not. Never 

ippens. Can't happen. Why? 

Mr. Cressler hit on one of the issues, that's 

Lscovery. I want to get your documents. You have 30 days 

) produce them. The 30 days would be up before the — and 

le court would have to make a determination. It's an 

cymoron. Most courts are interested in moving things 

Long. 

They know that there's public pressure to have 

jads come in. They know that condemnees are anxiously 

stermining what their fate is going to be relative to 

lese preliminary objections. The courts behave relatively 

ill. That isn't a problem. 

What is one of the problems is what happens if 

le condemnee loses before the trial court, the Court of 

jmmon Pleas, and he takes an appeal? The condemnor comes 

i and says, Ah-hah, we won this round. We're now 
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smanding possession. Here's our offer. Okay. 

Now, the offer may be fine. But there might 

s basis in the preliminary objections that go well beyond 

lether it's a fair offer or not. They may be taking more 

ind than they need. They may not be authorized to take it 

1 the beginning. 

The current code says — and it's encompassed, 

think, in the bill proposed by the House — is that 

reliminary objections, quote, warranting delay, close 

tote. If they are pending, then possession is not 

ranted. Now, by definition, if they weren't delay, the 

>urt shouldn't have ruled on the matter adversely to a 

mdemnee. 

Although arguably, there is a provision 

irrently in Pennsylvania that allows a lower court, a 

rial court to certify a matter up because it is complex 

id they believe that Appellate Court needs to hear it. 

id I think the certification rule should apply here under 

le Eminent Domain Code. 

I think I've talked myself hoarse. I 

pologize for the volume of my voice. I thank you for your 

:tention, knowing that the worst time to go to a jury is 

Lght before the lunch hour. I invite any questions. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Does Mr. Silver have 

smething he wants to add? 
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MR. SILVER: Following that it's close to 

inchtime and you're the jury, I'll be very brief. Do you 

int me to proceed before you ask the questions, Mr. 

[airman? 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Yeah, go ahead. 

MR. SILVER: That's fine. I'm just going to 

ry to highlight a few of the things that I've heard 

reviously and as well that Mr. Klein has touched upon. I 

>te in the prepared remarks by Deputy Secretary Ryan on 

shalf of PennDOT a concern by the Department that the 

>use Bill upsets the balance or would seek to upset the 

ilance between the public and private interests. 

I'm here to tell you after being a 

ractitioner in this area since I first started with 

snnDOT in 1971, left there in 1979, and in large part have 

'presented condemnees; although, we do represent 

mdemnors from time to time, as Mr. Klein explained, there 

s no balance between condemnors and condemnees. 

It doesn't happen. The wherewithal that every 

>ndemning authority in this Commonwealth has far outweighs 

ly businessman, any corporation that does business or owns 

sal estate in the Commonwealth. So there is no level 

Laying field. There is no fundamental fairness. There's 

> equity of positions. 

The proposed bills, both of them, go a long 
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iy, further than the existing Eminent Domain Code of 1964 

id as it's been amended over the intervening years. But 

: doesn't go far enough. We've heard the horror stories 

: business owners. Mr. Bresnahan has talked. Mr. Klein 

LS talked. 

You even heard the Commonwealth 

spresentatives talk about problems with the business 

mers. They die on the vine. The business dislocation 

Linages that the new proposed bills seek to increase from 

te existing 20,000 to 50,000 do nothing. 

Those aren't paid for until after the business 

^locates, if it can, and is up and running, if it can, for 

year. Only then can it file the necessary documents with 

le condemning authority; in most instances, PennDOT, to 

;ek payment. And even in those instances, it's not 

laranteed to get the full amount of $50,000. 

So Chairman Clark, as you described the 

:enario where you have the $800,000 offer and it's going 

> cost you $2 million to replace just the real estate, let 

Lone the building, the costs for architectural engineering 

jes, permitting, your driveways, your landscaping and your 

Lghting and finally open your doors, not only have you 

>st your income for that entire intervening time but 

>u*ve had to expend money that you may not really have had 

Lth a promise to the banker that, Hey, look, I'm going to 
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it some money here from the condemning authority, probably 

om PennDOT, so that I can afford to be in a business. 

And then I get to apply for $50,000. It 

•esn't work. We haven't found a business yet, no matter 

tether it's a mom and pop pizza shop or a large commercial 

Ltrepreneur, restaurant, hotel, office building, who can 

ftually afford to go out there, replace the property, wait 

le year, and then file the application. 

Do they? Sure they do because they're going 

> look for any dollars that they can find in that basket 

I benefits. But they're not on an equal footing. They 

Lven't been replaced. So not only do you have the whole 

irden of going out, buying the property, improving it, 

>nstructing your new facility, and hopefully going back 

tto business and preserving some of that clientele, which 

i the interim has now found other places to buy their 

irs, ice cream or shirts, and change their patterns, 

>u've got to try to reestablish that clientele. 

You also have intervening debt service, costs 

lat went out to professionals. Hopefully, you got 

>proval from PennDOT for having occupancy permits and from 

>ur local municipality for building permits and occupancy 

srmits. And now some large number of months later, you 

>en your doors. 

And then you have to be in business for 
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lother year before you can even try to get that $50,000. 

: doesn't work. As Mr. Bresnahan stated, the businesses 

re dying. And regardless of whether it's a business that 

>u or I might patronize or someone else might patronize, 

le has to acknowledge that business people stay in 

isiness because they make money in that location. 

And location is the secret, as we know, of 

>mmercial businesses. And although, as the Commonwealth 

jpresentative spoke, no business owner has an absolute 

ssted right in the traffic that passes by his or her real 

state on which they have their business located, that's 

ly they went there in the first place. 

That's why they spent the money to establish 

le business there time one because, as we know, certain 

isinesses require average daily traffic counts high 

unbers because those highway-oriented businesses 

re — the profits that they make are generated by the 

caffic. 

That's why McDonald's and Hardy's and used car 

yts and the Advanced Auto Parts stores and the Wal-Marts 

xsate where they do because they're close to rooftops, 

ley're close to customers, and they're close to traffic 

id good highway access. 

But when "A" company or "B" company are 

squired and PennDOT says, Well, here's this appraisal we 
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it from our low bidder, even if they show it to you and 

.'s 50-, 60-, $100,000 — and they can't touch an acre of 

operty anymore in a commercial area anywhere in this 

immonwealth for less than 250 at the minimum and probably 

ose to $350,000 — there's no way they can relocate. 

And then look at the things they had to spend, 

ie business person had to spend in the interim to try to 

it to that point to even try to be eligible to apply for 

ie business dislocation, had to engage an appraiser, had 

» engage an attorney, probably had to engage an engineer 

id maybe a surveyor and maybe some other personnel. 

And what does the code provide? Existing, 

00 limited reimbursement. New proposals, $2,500. No 

lestion. It's a 500 percent increment, and that sounds 

eat. But it doesn't do enough. Our experience recently 

; that the Commonwealth expends anywhere from $4,600 to 

16,000 for commercial appraisers in commercial property 

Lses. 

How in the world is there a level playing 

.eld when at most a condemnee, who never asked to be 

squired, might get is $2,500 in reimbursement? It doesn't 

irk. And as your chief counsel, Mr. Preski, indicated 

xlier in a comment, it becomes a battle of experts when 

iu talk about your engineers, perhaps costs to cures to 

smaining property after condemnation if it's only a 
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trtial taking, your appraiser when it's a total taking. 

Sure, it's a battle of experts. And how can 

lat battle be played on a level playing field when the 

mdemnee is maybe on a good day going to get as much as 

!,500 reimbursement and the Commonwealth will spend many 

lltiples of that to secure its appraiser? 

MR. KLEIN: You're playing against the House, 

id the House is playing with your money. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: I've heard that before. 

MR. KLEIN: I thought this was an original. 

trdon me, Hark. 

MR. SILVER: I want to just move to one other 

:ea because we've sort of been over most all of this. And 

apologize if I'm repeating. Chairman, you said your job 

>r what your constituents elected you is to have highways 

lilt to service your people, as it is across the 

>mmonwealth in every legislative district. 

Let me tell you who your biggest enemy is. 

:'s not Mr. Klein and myself. It's not the condemnees. 

:'s the condemnor. Horror story in Blair County, Kentucky 

ried Chicken, excellent location. Father and two sons 

>erate three Kentucky Fried Chickens in the general area. 

It's been two years since the first appraiser 

>r the Commonwealth came to their property to inspect it 

id brought along a machinery and equipment appraiser to 
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ispect the very high tech machinery and equipment 

istailed within that location. 

We haven't held it up. The condemnees haven't 

sld it up. The Commonwealth can't get their act together 

> get an appraisal completed and then to have that 

>praisal, once it's finally submitted, reviewed by what 

iey call review appraisers, of which there apparently are 

swer than one handful that service the entire 

tmmonwealth. 

Every appraisal that comes in over some 

imber — and for sure it's going to be a number that's 

>ing to be involved in any and every commercial 

:guisition — has to go in front of a central office 

sview appraiser. And they're not just situate in 

Lrrisburg. They're in other locations around the 

anmonwealth. 

But things are so bad, they don't have enough 

sople to review their own appraisals. 

MR. KLEIN: Let me tell you what's happening 

> this guy while we're waiting. He's a franchisee of 

sntucky Fried Chicken. They've come in. They've looked 

: his operation. And they said, You have to put in every 

mple years new equipment. Where is it? Well, PennDOT's 

>ing to condemn me. But PennDOT hasn't condemned him. 

So he is in Dante's Inferno. He doesn't have 
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e money to build a new location with new equipment. 

ey're going to pull his franchise because PennDOT won't 

en make a payment to him to get him started doing that. 

d we sit, and we wait. Delay. It's them. Excuse me, 

rk. 

MR. SILVER: That's all right. Final issue 

d like to address very briefly is that of delay 

mpensation. Delay compensation, as well as many of these 

her dollar parts of just compensation, are statutory. 

ey are payable to you as a matter of right. 

So whether you have the best lawyer in town or 

e worst lawyer in town should not matter a bit. It is 

e Commonwealth's obligation to say to you, Property 

Tier, you know what? You didn't get your final payment 

>r four and a half years after the declaration of taking 

s filed. We paid you a couple thousand dollars on 

count. You're going to get the appropriate rate of 

terest, whatever that might be at the time. You're going 

i get the appropriate rate of interest on top of those 

•liars that represent the damages. 

Oh, thank you, Commonwealth. At least you 

ndled me directly and appropriately and under the statute 

' which you're bound. For the Commonwealth, when I was 

.th the Commonwealth for eight and a half years, we were 

iquired to inform condemnees' counsel of what the rate of 
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iterest was. 

Now, it's true that at that time it was the 

:atutory 6 percent. But some condemnee counsel, for 

latever reason, didn't even know that; nor did they know 

>w to calculate it because they didn't deal with it every 

ty. 

MR. KLEIN: And 13 years ago, Supreme Court of 

snnsylvania in a case called Hughes v. Department of 

ransportation said 6 percent is unconstitutional; it's 

mfiscatory; it ought to be based on the prevailing market 

iterest rate, what does it cost you to go out and get a 

>an. 

Mr. Cressler instructed his people for years 

> disregard the Supreme Court. I dealt with PennDOT 

:torneys who said Supreme Court just doesn't understand. 

s're going to go on paying 6 percent. And when they found 

le attorneys, the dummies as they called them, who were 

-lling to accept it, they stuck it to them. 

Now, finally, we're coming on the golden age. 

id we're hooking onto Rule 238 of Rules of Civil Procedure 

i Pennsylvania in which in personal injury claims and a 

imber of other instances, wrongful death, you get 

>mpensated at the rate of interest based on the Wall 

:reet Journal's first edition of the year plus one 

srcent. 
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Even then, you're only getting simple 

iterest. The world doesn't exist on simple interest. The 

sal world is compound interest. So I — I'm sorry, Mark. 

had to interject that. 

MR. SILVER: That's fine. That's really 

rerything that I have. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: I guess an observation is 

lat the primary problem is with commercial real estate. 

MR. KLEIN: Yes, sir. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: And we could have the 

ideral government pass rules to treat commercial owners 

le same as residential owners making them whole and also 

»k the federal government to give us the money to go along 

Lth that. 

MR. KLEIN: I don't know that the federal 

jvernment doesn't already have a mechanism in effect. 

s've talked to people from PennDOT who tell me that the 

sderal government doesn't understand why we are being 

>mpensated on such a terribly low basis in the instance of 

le commercial relocations. 

So yeah, it's there. 60 out and get it. The 

>ney can be obtained. Nobody says that the Commonwealth's 

jing in the hole because they're now going to be paying 

>0,000 for loss of income rather than the 20,000, which it 

•une into effect in, when, 1964? 
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CHAIRPERSON CLARK: So you think the federal 

ivernment rules are there — 

MR. KLEIN: I think — I think — 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: — that adequately 

impensate them, or the money is there, or both? 

MR. KLEIN: Both. Somehow PennDOT, which is 

ie major condemnor and deals with condemnees unlike any 

:her condemnors we've run across, believes that every dime 

: theirs. And they are very begrudging in seeing that the 

>ndemnees are compensated. 

We have two cases we tried last week. In one 

Lse — and again, along the infamous Dauphin Narrows 

>rridor — the initial offer was 67,000. By the time we 

>t to board of view, it had been bumped to 167,000. The 

:her one, the initial offer was 405,000. By the time we 

>t to board of view, it had been increased to $594,000. 

:ay. 

Now, in that latter one, nothing had changed 

tcept we were going to board of view. And the appraiser 

.nally fessed up that she hadn't done her homework the way 

ie should have. And all of a sudden, we got the bump that 

is required to bring it in reality. 

They're still $350,000 below us. But at least 

:'s a move in the right direction. Suppose they didn't 

ive counsel who said to them, Hey, you know, we'll look 
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t for you. Now, we don't consider ourselves to be the 

enger or the equalizer as the TV show provides; but we 

e offended when people are mistreated. 

And I would be happy — I'd be delighted to 

e the day when the number of the people that are raped 

is way by PennDOT are just almost all eliminated. I 

an, then I'll hang up my mask and gun and ride off into 

e sunset. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Well, maybe you were 

re — maybe you weren't here earlier today when during 

nnDOT's testimony I asked them if they were tied into the 

ial lawyers because they seem to be making money for 

em. Maybe — so we made that, you know — we made that 

nnection, which we'd like to eliminate and so would you. 

MR. KLEIN: Yes. 

MR. PRESKI: Just a question. I asked Mr. 

esnahan this, Mr. Klein. How big do you think the 

averse is of these cases that, you know, cause these 

oblems, these commercial cases? Is it 5 percent of all 

e condemnations? 

MR. KLEIN: I can't give you the number of the 

rainiercial cases compared to the overall. I can tell you 

obably that the overall cost of land acquisition is less 

tan 1 percent of the entire budget of putting a highway 

trough, less than 1 percent. 
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MR. PRESKI: And this is my next question: 

r something — 

MR. KLEIN: But excuse me. There were some 

gures generated, I think, by the Deputy Secretary at the 

arings two years ago before the House Select Committee 

ich indicated the number of condemnation cases involving 

mmercial properties which went on to a board of view. 

And they were relatively high, certainly 

mpared to the single family residences which are almost 

gligent. 

MR. PRESKI: My next question is this: You 

Iked about how the feds basically give money for the 

mpensation. They budget that into their project cost or 

ey budget it in the money they give to the state. 

MR. KLEIN: They reimburse. 

MR. PRESKI: They reimburse. And they 

imburse, I think you said, on the average of 80 to 90 

rcent? 

MR. KLEIN: It depends on the project. There 

e some projects, I'm certain, where there's small 

ojects where there's no reimbursement. The standard on 

y of the big highway projects you look at is 80 percent. 

MR. PRESKI: Okay. I guess the question that 

have or what I'm trying to wrestle with is, if you're 

tting that money back anyway from the feds, what's the 
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npetus to either come in low or to put up the fight if 

sur actual cost — and you talked about you went from 

)0,000 to 694 — is really only going to be 80 percent of 

lat number, which if you take it to 200, it's only about 

10,000 more to the state? 

Do you have any comment on that, I mean, or 

lat do you see from the other side is the impetus to the 

Lght or the impetus to the, I mean, what you would call 

le lowballing of the number? 

MR. KLEIN: I have talked to PennDOT 

nployees. And I am not condemning them as a group. 

lere's some very fine, honest and disturbed PennDOT 

nployees, many of whom will call Mark and I up and say, 

3y, your guy is taking a royal hosing out here at such and 

ich a place. This is what we've done to them. 

The answer is — and pardon me if I offend 

lybody with the English. But I have a print at home that 

irk brought me from I guess it was Nantucket when you were 

? there? 

MR. SILVER: San Francisco. 

MR. KLEIN: San Francisco. And it shows a 

abrador twisted around in a position where it is engaged 

i licking itself. And the answer is because it can. What 

s have on the part of PennDOT is an us versus them 

liverse. We are PennDOT. These people are all out to 
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teat us, and we're going to get them. They are the 

ibrador in my print. 

MR. PRESKI: Okay. My next question — 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: Well, excuse me. That's 

1 attitude that we used to have over at DER, which we have 

.eaned up considerably in the last four or five, six 

jars. And if it's, you know, if it's a matter of 

:titude, we have a way of bringing that around. 

MR. KLEIN: And it's endemic. Let me tell 

>ur our practice is statewide. We currently have cases 

inning in District 9, we have them in District 5, we have 

lem in — is it District 4? — District 8. And wherever 

j go, we see the same thing. 

And they will tell you that they have come out 

Lth a new program to change everything. Well, that new 

:ogram, alleged new program, which is really a program 

ley had in effect a long time ago, didn't have any effect 

I those two people we had and represented this past week 

10 got lowballed in their numbers. I don't know. 

I mean, you can give them the best of all 

juipment. But if you don't have the driver fully 

xjnizant of what his obligations are, I don't know how you 

lange it. I do know that as punishment, right-of-way 

srsonnel throughout the state were forced to view the 

sstimony presented by Mr. Silver, me, and a former PennDOT 
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torney named Kathy Stevenson as part of their training 

ogram. I haven't seen that anything has changed. 

MR. PRESKI: Are you generally successful in 

iur actions? 

MR. KLEIN: Mr. Cressler will have to answer 

iat. I mean, that's a matter of how you judge it. I 

Link we do a good job for our clients, yes. 

MR. PRESKI: And then my next question was 

ist to clear up something that you talked about. You had 

Liked about basically the procedure where they have 

tmeone come in with an appraisal. If they don't like it, 

iey send it back. And they've basically told them if we 

snd too many of them back, we're going to take you off of 

ie approved list. 

Do you know of anyone who's been taken off of 

tat approved list? 

MR. KLEIN: I can tell you that we recently 

id one in District 5 on that Route 33 bypass where the 

riginal number by one of the appraisers was $620,000. He 

»nt into review. He came out with his $250,000 appraisal, 

id they still wouldn't use it, using somebody at 130-some 

lousand. 

I know of appraisers who have told me that 

iey have been advised that their services would not be 

:ilized in the future if they did not know how to play 
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L11. I'm not going to betray them because that's a 

strayal of confidence. The answer is yes. 

MR. PRESKI: You don't necessarily represent 

» anybody in the committee that it's just because their 

imbers are different? There could be other reasons that 

innDOT has for not using them? 

MR. KLEIN: Well, let me suggest that if you 

tve a professional appraiser — in many instances, some of 

lese appraisers are certified by the Institute, members of 

le Appraisal Institute, MAI. And when MAIs are told by 

>me flunky at PennDOT who has no certification and no real 

rperience other than working for the Department that he 

>esn't know how to appraise property and his numbers are 

>o high, I tell you the inmates have taken over the 

rison. 

MR. PRESKI: That's it. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON CLARK: All right. We thank both 

: you gentlemen. And that will conclude our hearing for 

lis morning. Thank you. 

MR. KLEIN: Thank you very much for hearing us 

id putting us on the agenda. 

(Whereupon, at 1:02 p.m., the hearing 
adjourned.) 

* * * * 
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I hereby certify that the proceedings and 

'idence are contained fully and accurately in the notes 

Lken by me during the hearing of the within cause and that 

lis is a true and correct transcript of the same. 

JENNIFER P. TROUTMAN 

Registered Professional Reporter 

7 Commission Expires: 
April 30, 2001 

3NNIFER P. TROUTMAN, RPR 
.0. Box 1383 
id & W. Norwegian Streets 
Dttsville, Pennsylvania 17901 
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